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9781925265279

Pub Date: 10/1/16

Ship Date: 10/1/16

$14.95

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Reference  /  Weddings

REF024000

9.3 in H | 6.8 in W

World's Best Wedding Cakes
Amy Doak

Contributor Bio
Amy Doak is a freelance writer and editor, writing for various magazines, online publications, and
blogs about weddings, children, decor, travel, and fascinating lives.

Summary
Every wedding cake tells a story and every bride wants that perfect cake to top off their perfect day.
Amy Doak has lovingly curated this inspiring collection of some of the world’s best wedding cakes.
Talented cake designers from around the globe are creating some incredible designs that taste as
good as they look. The most beautiful thing about all of these cakes is that they tell a story about
the people they were created for. In World’s Best Wedding Cakes discover trends of yesteryear and
today, and master DIY simple tricks and tips to create your own show stopping cakes. Learn from the
experts and be inspired, whether you’re in the industry or are looking for ideas for your own wedding.
World’s Best Wedding Cakes is sure to spark your imagination.

9781770402225

Pub Date: 5/1/15

$14.95

Trade Paperback

120 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Reference  /  Weddings

REF024000

Series: Personal Finance

Series

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.3 in T |

0.4 lb Wt

Wedding Bliss on a Budget
Ethan Baron

Contributor Bio
Ethan Baron spent four years as a general-assignment reporter at The Province before taking on the
job of columnist in 2009. He has worked as one sort of journalist or another for more than 15 years,
in the U.S. and Canada, after receiving a master's degree in journalism from the University of
California, Berkeley. Covering all manner of stories, his work has taken him to crime scenes,
courtrooms, carnivals and war zones. He is an instructor at Langara University in Vancouver.

Summary
The big day need not cost big bucks. A sensible, affordable, quickly-planned wedding is possible.
Journalist Ethan Baron guides couples on how to create a great event without a great budget. Save
yourself money, time, and stress while you plan a beautiful, memorable ceremony. Make your
wedding everything you want it to be on the budget you determine.
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9781853759468

Pub Date: 8/1/16

Ship Date: 8/1/16

$12.95

Hardcover

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Reference  /  Quotations

REF019000

Series: Gift Wit

7 in H | 4 in W | 0.7 in T |

0.5 lb Wt

With Love . . .
Humorous Quotes for Someone Special
Malcolm Croft

Contributor Bio
Malcolm Croft is a celebrated humor writer and journalist.

Summary
"Love isn't something you find. Love is something that finds you." —Loretta Young

"Keep love in your heart. A life without it is like a sunless garden when the flowers are dead." —Oscar Wilde

9781853759499

Pub Date: 5/1/16

Ship Date: 5/1/16

$13.95

Hardcover

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Reference  /  Quotations

REF019000

Series: Gift Wit

7 in H | 4 in W | 0.7 in T

Together Forever
Humorous Quotes Celebrating Love and Marriage
Malcolm Croft

Contributor Bio
Malcolm Croft is a celebrated humor writer and journalist.

Summary
"I have great hopes that we shall love each other all our lives as much as if we had never married at all."
—Lord Byron

"My mother says I didn't open my eyes for eight days after I was born, but when I did, the first thing I saw
was an engagement ring. I was hooked." —Elizabeth Taylor
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9781849535144

Pub Date: 4/1/16

Ship Date: 4/1/16

$9.95

Hardcover

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Humor

HUM000000

4.5 in H | 4.5 in W | 0.6 in T

| 0.3 lb Wt

I Love You
Lisa Swerling, Ralph Lazar

Contributor Bio
Lisa Swerling and Ralph Lazar are the New York Times-bestselling authors of Happiness Is and Me
Without You. They have won numerous awards, including The Washington Post Book of the Week and
the US Parents' Voice Award in 2006 and 2009. They live in Marin County, California.

Summary
The simplest romantic gestures are the best—scribble "I Love You" with a red crayon and it can get
you into all sorts of trouble! This is the perfect (and quirkiest) way to say those three little words.

9781849536431

Pub Date: 4/1/16

Ship Date: 4/1/16

$9.95

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 48

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

Series: The Book of . . .

5.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.5 in T

| 0.4 lb Wt

The Book of Love
Quotes, Statements and Ideas for Starry-eyed Romantics
Lizzie Cornwall

Contributor Bio
Lizzie Cornwall is the author of 365 Days of Happiness, 365 Days of Romance, and You're Never too Old
to . . .

Summary
"Love is but the discovery of ourselves in others, and the delight in the recognition." —Alexander Smith

This dreamy collection of romantic quotations, statements, and ideas will make sparks fly and give
you the chance to show your loved one how much they mean to you.
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9780996472104

Pub Date: 2/15/16

Ship Date: 2/1/16

$40.00

Hardcover

220 Pages

Carton Qty: 10

Reference  /  Weddings

REF024000

9.5 in H | 10.5 in W | 1.1 in

T | 3.3 lb Wt

I Do... Destination Florida
No Passport Required
Beth Benton Buckley

Contributor Bio
Beth Benton Buckley has conceptualized, designed, and curated dozens of titles in myriad subjects
including: architecture, celebrity event design, hospitality, interior design, travel, and wineries. She
lives in Delray Beach, Florida.

Summary
Inviting couples to meet 40 of Florida’s top wedding artisans, this book offers an inside look at the
most gorgeous events as well as the locations that make the state a hotspot for destination
weddings. A must for brides-to-be, this book will appeal to those drawn to the regality of an old
Florida seaside town and those who appreciate the modern vibe of a more metropolitan area. Adding
to this romantic collection is a sprinkling of witty quotes on love, marriage, and preparing for the big
day. Some of the contributors include: Earth and Sugar, Flagler Museum, Kathy Peterson Inspired,
Lee James Floral Designs, and Stonehouse Events.

9780857842534

Pub Date: 2/1/16

Ship Date: 2/1/16

$34.99

Hardcover

240 Pages

Carton Qty: 8

Gardening  /  Flowers

GAR004000

Territory: US & CA

10 in H | 8 in W | 0.9 in T |

2.5 lb Wt

Grow Your Own Wedding Flowers
How to grow and arrange your own flowers for all special occasions
Georgie Newbery

Contributor Bio
Georgie Newbery is an artisan flower farmer and florist. She formerly managed the features
department of American Vogue in Paris and is the author of several novels and The Flower Farmer’s
Year.

Summary
Both inspiration and practical information for any bride wanting to plan and grow their perfect
wedding flowers

For anyone who wants to add a personal element to their wedding, care for the environment, and
save money while they do it, Grow Your Own Wedding Flowers is a must-have book. Filled with
gorgeous pictures for inspiration, and written in a friendly, no-nonsense style, this practical book
makes growing and arranging your own wedding flowers both achievable and fun, whether you are a
beginner or advanced gardener or flower arranger. It takes you through how to grow, cut, plan, and
arrange flowers, seasonal planting plans for spring, summer, autumn, and winter weddings, and
ideas for planted wedding flower arrangements. Step-by-step guides cover the bridal and
bridesmaids’ bouquets, flower crowns, wrist corsages and boutonnieres, table centerpieces, garlands,
pew ends, and fresh- and dry-petal confetti. From jam-jar posies to elaborate arrangements, Grow
Your Own Wedding Flowers has everything you need.
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9781784971342

Pub Date: 2/1/16

Ship Date: 1/1/16

$24.95

Trade Paperback

208 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Biography & Autobiography

 /  Sports

BIO016000

6 in W | 9 in H | 1 in T

Not Enough Time
Henrietta Knight

9781782434900

Pub Date: 11/1/15

Ship Date: 11/1/15

$16.99

Hardcover

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 52

Reference  /  Quotations

REF019000

Territory: US & CA

4.5 in W | 7 in H | 0.6 lb Wt

Love
Selected Quotations
Paulo Coelho

Contributor Bio
Paulo Coelho has received numerous prestigious international awards and been critically acclaimed
worldwide for his writings. His second book, The Alchemist, published in 1988, established his
worldwide reputation and is regarded as a modern classic. He has been praised for his poetic,
realistic, and philosophical style, and, above all, his ability to speak to everyone. He has won over
millions of readers worldwide, selling more than 100 million books around the world, which have
been translated into 67 languages.

Summary
A beautiful, thought-provoking collection of quotes on the eternal subject of love, selected from
the works of one of the most popular authors in the world

With beautiful full-color artwork throughout, Love contains inspirational quotes from such beloved
Coelho titles as Eleven Minutes, The Valkyries, The Zahir, and, of course, the international bestseller
The Alchemist. Known as an alchemist of words, Paulo Coelho has an extraordinary and insightful
perspective on life, and his words have inspired and won over millions of readers worldwide. Visually
stunning and enlightening, this is a must-have book for Coelho fans to treasure.
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9780988614079

Pub Date: 4/10/15

Ship Date: 4/10/15

$50.00

Hardcover

432 Pages

Carton Qty: 5

Travel  /  United States

TRV025100

9 in H | 12 in W | 1.4 in T |

5.1 lb Wt

Beautiful Weddings of Texas
Signature Publishing Group, Jolie Carpenter

Contributor Bio
Signature Publishing Group is an imprint of Panache Partners, which creates spectacular series and
custom publications for discerning readers and specializes in coffee-table books showcasing luxury
lifestyle subjects such as high-end interior design, custom home building, architecture, golf, art,
wine, event planning, and travel. Jolie Carpenter is the author of Beautiful Bedrooms and Baths of
Texas, Beautiful Homes of Texas, Luxury Homes of Texas, Spectacular Outdoor Living of Texas, and
Spectacular Weddings of Texas. She lives in Plano, Texas.

Summary
Beautiful Weddings of Texas showcases 200 of the best wedding resources throughout the state,
including those based in major metropolitan regions as well as those located in scenic, small towns.
Professional wedding planners, designers, caterers, cake designers, fashion and beauty consultants,
invitation artists, photographers, videographers, rental and logistics experts, and venue proprietors
are profiled alongside inspiring photographs of their most exquisite Texas weddings. The fine
coffee-table book celebrates the scenic and stylistic variety of Texas for destination dream weddings
of all kinds. Regional chapters are introduced by the state’s leading event professionals, including
Pattie Beebe, Donnie Brown, Therese Cole Hubbs, Julie Eastman, David Garcia, and Valerie Miller.

9781933415963

Pub Date: 4/1/15

Ship Date: 4/1/15

$45.00

Hardcover

468 Pages

Carton Qty: 5

Cooking  /  Entertaining

CKB029000

Series: Art of Celebration

10.8 in H | 10.8 in W | 1.5 in

T | 6.6 lb Wt

Art of Celebration Southwest
Inspiration and Ideas from Top Event Professionals
Panache Partners, LLC

Contributor Bio
Panache Partners, LLC, is a publishing company based in Dallas, Texas, that specializes in
developing upscale coffee-table books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior
design, golf, wine, art, event planning, and travel.

Summary
From planners, caterers, and entertainers to floral designers, ice sculptors, and lighting gurus, these
compendiums share the passions and motivations of the event industry's most popular
specialists—and even a few of their best-kept secrets to executing unforgettable occasions. Each
affair is accompanied by lighthearted editorial, providing a look behind the scenes at birthdays,
corporate functions, religious milestones, and charity galas. With beautiful, lavish photographs,
these collections invite readers to walk the red carpet and enjoy the splendor of elite events thrown
by world leaders, royalty, celebrities, and other members of high society.
From private gatherings steeped in authentic Southwest flavor to corporate functions that are
wonderfully contemporary, this striking photograph collection profiles some of the most exquisite
events in the region as well as the people and organizations that make them happen.
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9781933415796

Pub Date: 4/1/15

Ship Date: 4/1/15

$45.00

Hardcover

216 Pages

Carton Qty: 5

Cooking  /  Entertaining

CKB029000

Series: Art of Celebration

11 in H | 11 in W | 0.9 in T |

3.5 lb Wt

Art of Celebration Washington, D.C.
Inspiration and Ideas from Top Event Professionals
Panache Partners

Contributor Bio
Panache Partners, LLC, is a publishing company based in Dallas, Texas, that specializes in
developing upscale coffee-table books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior
design, golf, wine, art, event planning, and travel.

Summary
From planners, caterers, and entertainers to floral designers, ice sculptors, and lighting gurus, these
compendiums share the passions and motivations of the event industry's most popular
specialists—and even a few of their best-kept secrets to executing unforgettable occasions. Each
affair is accompanied by lighthearted editorial, providing a look behind the scenes at birthdays,
corporate functions, religious milestones, and charity galas. With beautiful, lavish photographs,
these collections invite readers to walk the red carpet and enjoy the splendor of elite events thrown
by world leaders, royalty, celebrities, and other members of high society.
A pictorial journey that begins at the event's conceptualization, moves through each stage, and ends
with the finishing touches that make it memorable, this insider’s guide to DC’s triumphant occasions
offers both inspiration and motivation for creating a dazzling, extraordinary party.

9781849535366

Pub Date: 4/1/15

Ship Date: 4/1/15

$9.95

Hardcover

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 42

Reference  /  Weddings

REF024000

5.1 in H | 3.7 in W | 0.7 in T

| 0.3 lb Wt

Top Tips for Grooms
James Harrison

Contributor Bio
James Harrison is a gift book author.

Summary
A collection of no-frills advice to help any groom make it through his wedding day

The question has been popped, the ring has been presented, and the celebrations have begun!
What's next? Just the wedding. This book presents ingenious ideas for the any groom-to-be,
covering the ever-so-stressful months preceding the wedding—including surviving your bachelor party
and choosing your outfit—to the big day itself.
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9781849535359

Pub Date: 4/1/15

Ship Date: 4/1/15

$9.95

Hardcover

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 60

Reference  /  Weddings

REF024000

3.5 in W | 5 in H | 0.3 lb Wt

Top Tips for Brides
Verity Davidson

Contributor Bio
Verity Davidson is a gift book author.

Summary
A collection of no-nonsense advice for any bride to keep in mind on her wedding day

The question has been popped, the ring has been presented, and the celebrations have begun!
What's next? Just the wedding. This book presents ingenious ideas for the any bride-to-be, covering
the ever-so-stressful months preceding the wedding—including the bachelorette party and choosing
your attire—to the big day itself.

9781922178473

Pub Date: 2/1/15

$11.95

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Reference  /  Weddings

REF024000

9.5 in H | 6.5 in W

Smart Wedding
Cut Through Hype & Hidden Costs
Aleisha McCormack

Contributor Bio
Aleisha McCormack is herself a smart bride, having successfully pulled off her big day for a small
price tag. She’s a stand up comedian, writer, and television presenter. She loves DIY projects and
barters on a regular basis.

Summary
Planning a wedding should be memorable, special, and fun; after all, it is supposed to be the
“happiest day of your life.” Unfortunately for many couples the financial burden of planning a
wedding can be vexing, with a quarter of couples putting some of the costs on their credit card and
taking out personal loans. Often the desire to have the “perfect day” overshadows cost. This book is
a bride-to-be’s best friend. It shows you how easy it is to save money and still have the wedding of
your dreams, and offers hundreds of useful tips and links to vendors and suppliers worldwide.
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9781629370200

Pub Date: 12/1/14

Ship Date: 12/1/14

$35.00

Hardcover

240 Pages

Carton Qty: 10

Reference  /  Weddings

REF024000

9 in W | 10.8 in H | 2.9 lb Wt

Carolina Bride
Inspired Design for a Bespoke Affair
Cristina Wilson, Drew Humphries

Contributor Bio
Cristina Wilson is the editor of Carolina Bride magazine, based in Charlotte, NC. The Salisbury,
NC-native and Davidson College graduate edited SouthPark Magazine before making the switch to
weddings, and she’s never looked back. Drew Humphries is a jack of all wedding trades, having
worked with Carey Roberts Design Co., Party Reflections, and Kristin Vining Photography—for the last,
as the lead graphic designer and studio manager. The Belmont, NC, native and UNC Charlotte
graduate found herself inspired by the artistry in weddings all around her, and two years and 240
pages later, the Carolina Bride book was born. Carolina Bride is the Charlotte Observer’s wedding-
planning resource. It is distributed to more than 400 locations in the Charlotte metro area and has
been inspiring brides for more than 20 years.

Summary
This wedding-planning resource is filled with gorgeous images to inspire brides by showcasing the
cutting-edge vendors and naturally beautiful locales of the South. Key Carolina-based vendors—such
as photographer Corbin Gurkin, planners Ivy Robinson and Gathering Floral + Event Design, and
wedding and style mogul Ceci Johnson—are highlighted, allowing brides-to-be to delight over
everything from invitation designs to tablescapes, all set to the backdrop of lush and romantic
southern venues. A unique resource that offers more than just the standard checklists and planning
tips, no bride planning a wedding in the South will want to be without this reference, which is beautiful
enough to leave out even after the ceremony.

9781849534239

Pub Date: 11/1/14

Ship Date: 11/1/14

$7.95

Hardcover

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 60

Reference  /  Weddings

REF024000

4 in W | 5 in H | 0.3 lb Wt

On Your Wedding
Summersdale

Contributor Bio
Summersdale is one of the UK's top independent nonfiction publishers, with a focus on entertaining
and informative books that people will love.

Summary
This collection of charming, love-centered quotes is perfect for those lovely couples about to
embark on a new life together

"Now join your hands, and with your hands, your hearts." —William Shakespeare

"Whatever our souls are made of, his and mine are the same." —Emily Dickinson

Love stories are packed with beautiful moments, from the butterflies before a first date to the
romance of a marriage proposal, but nothing is as special as the day you both say "I do." Bringing
together heart-warming and inspiring quotations, this book is the perfect way to celebrate the start of
a new life of married bliss.
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9781849533874

Pub Date: 11/1/14

Ship Date: 11/1/14

$13.95

Hardcover

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Reference  /  Weddings

REF024000

7.3 in H | 4.6 in W | 0.7 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

Fifty Thrifty Tips for Your Dream Wedding
Vicky Edwards

Contributor Bio
Vicky Edwards is the author of The Joy of Ex, The Little Book of Pigs, and Tea, A Drink with Jam and
Bread.

Summary
Use this wallet-conscious guide to help plan and put on a dream wedding—without going into debt
after the big day

Do you dream of your perfect wedding, but want to make it happen without breaking the bank? Then
this is the book for you. Packed with clever DIY suggestions for everything from the invites to the
venue, this little guide will ease your planning woes and help you create a thrifty and fabulous
wedding you will never forget! Learn how to create simple and stylish invitations, look your best for
less on the big day, and celebrate tastefully not wastefully.

9781849534086

Pub Date: 10/1/14

Ship Date: 10/1/14

$7.95

Hardcover

80 Pages

Carton Qty: 96

Family & Relationships  / 

Friendship

FAM021000

4 in W | 5 in H | 0.3 lb Wt

You're Perfect
(Just the Way You Are)

Contributor Bio
Summersdale is one of the UK's top independent nonfiction publishers, with a focus on entertaining
and informative books that people will love.

Summary
A quirky collection of quotes to remind anyone just how fantastic they are

"Today you are You, that is truer than true. There is no one alive who is Youer than You." —Dr Seuss

"A friend is someone who gives you total freedom to be yourself." —Jim Morrison

Sometimes it’s easy to forget just how fab we are in the eyes of the people around us. Luckily, this
stylish and heartwarming book is here to tell you just how perfect you are, and is packed with
off-beat compliments and witty quotes on being a wonderful person, just like you.
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9781849534079

Pub Date: 10/1/14

Ship Date: 10/1/14

$7.95

Hardcover

80 Pages

Carton Qty: 96

Family & Relationships  / 

Friendship

FAM021000

4 in W | 5 in H | 0.3 lb Wt

You Are My Sunshine
(You Brighten My Day)
Summersdale

Contributor Bio
Summersdale is one of the UK's top independent nonfiction publishers, with a focus on entertaining
and informative books that people will love.

Summary
A collection of quotes to remind any cheery person that their existence brightens up the lives of
those around them

"Those who bring sunshine into the lives of others cannot keep it from themselves." —J. M. Barrie

There are some people who always make you feel "sunny side up," even when the toast is burning
and there’s no milk. This stylish and heartwarming book is packed with off-beat praise and witty
quotes on friendship to help you show that special someone how much they brighten your day.

9781849532006

Pub Date: 6/1/14

Ship Date: 6/1/14

$7.95

Hardcover

80 Pages

Carton Qty: 102

Poetry  /  Subjects & Themes

POE023020

4.5 in W | 4.5 in H | 0.3 lb

Wt

To the One I Love
Lisa Swerling, Ralph Lazar

Contributor Bio
Lisa Swerling and Ralph Lazar are the authors of Me Without You and We Without You. They have won
numerous awards, including The Washington Post Book of the Week and the US Parents' Voice Award
in 2006 and 2009. They currently reside in California.

Summary
With adorable illustrations to match the different ways this couple loves each other, this book is
perfect for lovers

Yes, you're the best . . .
You pass every test

You know north from north-west . . .
I'm always impressed

At the end of the day . . .
We're each other's foot-rest

Sometimes people can be lost for words when trying to tell someone how special they are, but this
will get the message across like nothing else! Put a smile on a loved on's face with this cute and
quirky love story.
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9781933415888

Pub Date: 5/1/14

Ship Date: 5/1/14

$45.00

Hardcover

264 Pages

Carton Qty: 5

Cooking  /  Entertaining

CKB029000

Series: Art of Celebration

10.8 in H | 10.8 in W | 1 in T

| 4.1 lb Wt

Art of Celebration Northern California
Inspiration and Ideas from Top Event Professionals
Panache Partners, LLC

Contributor Bio
Panache Partners, LLC, is a publishing company based in Dallas, Texas, that specializes in
developing upscale coffee-table books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior
design, golf, wine, art, event planning, and travel.

Summary
From planners, caterers, and entertainers to floral designers, ice sculptors, and lighting gurus, these
compendiums share the passions and motivations of the event industry's most popular
specialists—and even a few of their best-kept secrets to executing unforgettable occasions. Each
affair is accompanied by lighthearted editorial, providing a look behind the scenes at birthdays,
corporate functions, religious milestones, and charity galas. With beautiful, lavish photographs,
these collections invite readers to walk the red carpet and enjoy the splendor of elite events thrown
by world leaders, royalty, celebrities, and other members of high society.
Featuring fantastic parties planned by the best, hosted by the famous, and attended by the social
elite, this large, striking collection offers tips and secrets for throwing a successful gala, bash, or
party in wine country.

9780983239888

Pub Date: 5/1/14

Ship Date: 5/1/14

$45.00

Hardcover

264 Pages

Carton Qty: 5

Travel  /  United States

TRV025120

Series: Art of Celebration

10.8 in H | 10.8 in W | 1 in T

| 4.1 lb Wt

Art of Celebration Colorado
Inspiration and Ideas from Top Event Professionals
Panache Partners, LLC, Sharon Magness Blake

Contributor Bio
Panache Partners, LLC, is a publishing company that specializes in developing upscale coffee-table
books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior design, golf, wine, art, event
planning, and travel. They are based in Plano, Texas. Sharon Magness Blake is a philanthropist, the
president of the Thunder Foundation, and a partner in Epicurean Catering. She currently serves on
the boards of the University of Colorado Hospital Foundation, the Garth Brooks Teammates for Kids
Foundation, and the National Western Stock Show. She lives in Denver, Colorado.

Summary
Filled with hundreds of vivid photographs of glitzy galas and other exciting private, corporate, and
charity events, Art of Celebration Colorado & the Rocky Mountains features more than 40 events
designed by highly esteemed and internationally recognized professionals. Fascinating captions
reveal how the ambience and design were achieved, and well-written profiles introduce the region’s
savviest event professionals, from big-picture planners to those responsible for every last detail,
including invitations, flowers, lighting, fixtures and furniture, entertainment, photography, and more.
The hardcover volume will invigorate, inspire, and inform those planning their next elegant gathering
as well as those who simply relish the irresistible chance to go behind the scenes of a great party.
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9781849533300
Pub Date: 4/1/14
$8.95
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 80
Family & Relationships  / 
Love & Romance
FAM029000

4 in W | 5 in H | 0.3 lb Wt

365 Days of Romance
Lizzie Cornwall

Contributor Bio
Lizzie Cornwall is the author of 365 Days of Happiness and You're Never Too Old To . . .

Summary
A book of romantic quotations and ideas that will keep one smitten all year

"A kiss is a lovely trick designed by nature to stop speech when words become superfluous." —Ingrid
Bergman

Celebrate love in a different way every day with this book of heartwarming quotations and fun ideas
to keep one enamored.

9780712351362
Pub Date: 2/1/14
$14.95
Audio CD

1 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
History  /  Social History
HIS054000
Territory: NSA
Sales Restrictions: NSA
Internation Pub Date:
2014-09-26

5.5 in W | 5 in H

A Literary Love Affair
British Library

Contributor Bio
British Library Publishing produces fascinating and beautiful books across a wide range of subjects
related to the Library’s uniquely rich collections, including maps, medieval manuscripts, literary
history, graphic design and typography, the history of books, and cultural history.

Summary
This spoken word CD looks back over some of the great love affairs of literary history. The anthology
includes readings of poetry, letters, and extracts from works of fiction written by British poets and
authors from Shakespearean times to the 20th century. Here are real-life romantic couples, such as
Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley and Percy Bysshe Shelley, John Keats and Fanny Brawne, Lord Byron and
Lady Caroline Lamb, and Elizabeth Barrett Browning and Robert Browning. Alongside them, fictional
couples declare their love in the classic literature of Jane Austen, Charlotte Bronte, George Eliot,
Arthur Conan Doyle, D H Lawrence, and Virginia Woolf—the perfect Valentine's Day gift.
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9781849533379
Pub Date: 2/1/14
$9.95
Hardcover

80 Pages
Carton Qty: 96
Poetry  /  Subjects & Themes
POE023020

4.5 in W | 4.5 in H | 0.3 lb
Wt

If Our Love Were a Book . . . This Is How It Would Look
Lisa Swerling, Ralph Lazar

Contributor Bio
Lisa Swerling and Ralph Lazar are the authors of Me Without You and We Without You. They have won
numerous awards, including The Washington Post Book of the Week (April 2007) and the US Parents'
Voice Award in 2006 and 2009. They currently reside in California.

Summary
Full of imaginative line drawings and heartwarming ballads, this is the perfect gift for any romantic
If I were a dream
And I were yours to keep,
I'd make your dreams come true by day,
Not only in your sleep.
This collection of heartfelt poems and adorable illustrations captures some of the sweetest, most
whimsical, romantic gestures that could ever be imagined—the perfect way to show a loved one just
how much they are cared for.

9781849534949
Pub Date: 1/6/14
Ship Date: 1/6/14
$11.95
Hardcover

64 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Humor
HUM000000

4.1 in H | 5.8 in W | 0.6 in T
| 0.3 lb Wt

Sex Vouchers
Summersdale
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9781849534956
Pub Date: 1/6/14
Ship Date: 1/6/14
$11.95
Hardcover

64 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Humor
HUM000000

6 in W | 4 in H | 0.5 in T

Love Vouchers
Summersdale

9780752487267
Pub Date: 10/1/13
$19.95
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Social Science  /  Sociology
SOC026010

9.5 in H | 6 in W | 0.8 in T |
0.9 lb Wt

Royal Marriage Secrets
Consorts & Concubines, Bigamists & Bastards
John Ashdown-Hill

Contributor Bio
John Ashdown-Hill is a historian and a member of the Royal Historical Society, the Society of
Genealogists, the Richard III Society, and the Centre Européen d’Etudes Bourguignonnes. He is the
author of Eleanor, The Secret Queen, and The Last Days of Richard III and the Fate of His DNA.

Summary
From royal babies to royal marriages, not all are what they seem—this book exposes the hidden
skeletons of England's most famous rulers

Were the "Princes in the Tower" illegitimate? Did Henry VIII really have six wives? How virginal was "the
Virgin Queen?" Was James, Duke of Monmouth, the heir to the throne, or just one of Charles II's bastards?
Did George IV marry a German princess or a Catholic widow? Was Queen Victoria "Mrs. Brown?" These
questions are explored in the context of two broader stories: love and marriage in the English royal
family, and the evolution of marriage practice in England. How were royal consorts chosen? Did royal
brides use witchcraft? Where did people get married in the past? The answers to such questions provide
the fascinating context within which the six disputed royal marriages must be understood.
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9781849531948
Pub Date: 8/1/13
$8.95
Trade Paperback

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Humor  /  Topic
HUM012000

4.5 in W | 6 in H | 1 lb Wt

The Little Black Book of Chat-up Lines and Flirting
Jake Harris

Contributor Bio
Jake Harris is the author of The Little Book of Essential Foreign Chat Up Lines.

Summary
Never again been surrounded by hotties and stuck for an opening line

I think there's something wrong with my phone. Could you try calling it for me to see if it rings?

Would you touch me, so I can tell my friends I’ve been touched by an angel?

You remind me of a parking ticket. You've got "fine" written all over you.

From classic romantic to speed seduction, plus killer put-downs and hot tips on body language and
online dating, this is the only ammunition you'll need to raise your game.

9781930064164
Pub Date: 7/15/13
$24.95
Trade Paperback

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Reference  /  Weddings
REF024000
Series: Vintage Living

7.5 in H | 8.1 in W | 0.6 in T
| 1 lb Wt

Vintage Wedding (2nd Edition)

Simple Ideas for Creating a Romantic Vintage Wedding
Daniela Turudich

Contributor Bio
Daniela Turudich is an expert on re-creating period beauty styles and techniques. She is the author
of the Vintage Living series, which has been relied upon as sourcebooks by film and television
costume designers, professional stylists, academics, and historians. She lives in Long Beach,
California.

Summary
Returning to print in an expanded edition, this informative guide to planning a period wedding
provides brides and wedding planners with historic images of wedding fashions and ideas from the
early 20th century. Complete with color palettes, photos of period wedding attire, and modern
period-inspired designs, it also includes guidelines for seasonal attire, formal and informal wedding
wear, proper accessories, bridal bouquets, and boutonniere trends. Decorating ideas include color
charts, schemes, and flower arrangements, and ideas for vintage receptions include full song lists
and recipes for entrees and homemade cakes. Resources for dress boutiques, millineries, tailors,
and historic wedding and reception venues are also included to help give weddings authentic period
flair.
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9780752469904
Pub Date: 6/1/13
$27.95
Hardcover

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
History  /  Social History
HIS054000

9.5 in H | 6 in W | 0.9 in T |
1 lb Wt

A 1950s Mother
Bringing up Baby in the 1950s
Sheila Hardy

Contributor Bio
Sheila Hardy was a teacher and lecturer of English and History before becoming first a wife and
mother and then a full-time writer. She has written several biographies of notable women, including
Anne Candler, Frances, Lady Nelson and, most recently, cookery writer Eliza Acton. She has also
written numerous histories of her native Suffolk and has given talks in the county for over 30 years.
She lives in Ipswich.

Summary
Fascinating insight into how babies were raised in the 1950s

From how to dress baby (matinee coats and bonnets) to how to administer feeds (strictly four-hourly
if following the Truby King method), the child-rearing methods of the 1950s are a fascinating insight
into the lives of women in that decade. Here author, mother, and grandmother Sheila Hardy collects
heartwarming personal anecdotes from those women, many now in their eighties, who became
mothers during this fascinating postwar period. From the benefits of "crying it out" and being put out
in the garden to gripe water and Listen with Mother, the wisdom of mothers from the 1950s
reverberates down the decades to young mothers of any generation and is a hilarious and, at times,
poignant trip down memory lane for any mother or child of the 1950s.

9781849532907
Pub Date: 5/1/13
$7.95
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 96
Family & Relationships  / 
Marriage & Long Term
Relationships
FAM030000
Series: For a Brilliant

3.5 in W | 5 in H | 0.3 lb Wt

For a Fabulous Wife

Contributor Bio
Summersdale is one of the UK's top independent nonfiction publishers.

Summary
"The husband who decides to surprise his wife is often very much surprised himself." —Voltaire

"Every man who is high up likes to think that he has done it all himself, and the wife smiles and lets it go at
that." —J.M. Barrie

"Let us now set forth one of the fundamental truths about marriage: the wife is in charge." —Bill Cosby

"I love being married. It’s so great to find that one special person you want to annoy for the rest of your
life." —Rita Rudner
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9781849532914
Pub Date: 5/1/13
$7.95
Hardcover

96 Pages
Carton Qty: 96
Family & Relationships  / 
Marriage & Long Term
Relationships
FAM030000
Series: For a Brilliant

3.5 in W | 5 in H | 0.3 lb Wt

For a Wonderful Husband

Contributor Bio
Summersdale is one of the UK's top independent nonfiction publishers.

Summary
"Being deeply loved by someone gives you strength, while loving someone deeply gives you courage." —Lao
Tzu
"What a happy and holy fashion it is that those who love one another should rest on the same pillow."
—Nathanael Hawthorne
"I have learned that only two things are necessary to keep one's wife happy. First, let her think she’s having
her own way. And second, let her have it." —Lyndon B. Johnson
"Husbands are like fires—they go out when they're left unattended." —Cher

9781849532419
Pub Date: 5/1/13
$7.95
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 60
Family & Relationships  / 
Marriage & Long Term
Relationships
FAM030000
Series: Keep Calm

5.4 in H | 4.1 in W | 0.7 in T
| 0.3 lb Wt

Keep Calm for Brides

Contributor Bio
Summersdale is one of the UK's top independent nonfiction publishers.

Summary
A calming collection for the nearly-newlywed

"A successful marriage requires falling in love many times, always with the same person." —Mignon
McLaughlin

It is going to be the happiest day of your life. Well, it'll need to be after the months of stress before
it all begins! Honeymoon? You need a vacation. Here's a book packed with quotations to help you
manage your inner bridezilla and keep smiling until the day you say "I do."
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9781933415994
Pub Date: 4/1/13
$45.00
Hardcover

332 Pages
Carton Qty: 5
Reference  /  Weddings
REF024000
Series: Weddings

10.5 in H | 9.5 in W | 1.1 in
T | 4.4 lb Wt

Southern California Weddings
Captivating Destinations and the Finest Resources Introduced by the Finest Event Planners
Panache Partners, LLC

Contributor Bio
Panache Partners, LLC, is a publishing company based in Dallas, Texas, that specializes in
developing upscale coffee-table books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior
design, golf, wine, art, event planning, and travel.

Summary
Fabulous photographs depicting Southern California weddings, venues, and vendors fill the pages of
this impressive coffee-table guide. Ideal for inspiration while planning a wedding or as a keepsake
after attending one, the book serves as a comprehensive tool for the best of the best in a dozen
hand-picked locales—Beverly Hills, Santa Barbara, and Malibu, to name a few. Showcased within are
the region’s top event planners, hotels, floral designers, entertainers, caterers, cake and invitation
artists, and other relevant people and places. This tour through Southern California features tips,
hints, and recommendations for making the most of a wedding experience in a celebrated
destination.

9781613748114
Pub Date: 4/1/13
$24.95
Hardcover

176 Pages
Carton Qty: 20
Reference  /  Weddings
REF024000
Series: Style Me Vintage

8 in W | 8 in H | 1.5 lb Wt

Style Me Vintage: Weddings
An Inspirational Guide to Styling the Perfect Vintage Wedding
Annabel Beeforth

Contributor Bio
Annabel Beeforth is a writer whose work has appeared in Vintage Life, Wedding Flowers, and the Knot.
She is the author of Love My Dress, which was voted one of the top-five wedding blogs in the world by
Elle magazine.

Summary
Harking back to the classic styles of previous decades is often the foundation of a truly original,
elegant, and stylish wedding, but it can be difficult to get all of the vintage details right without a
little bit of guidance. This beautiful and accessible book looks at how to source and put together
vintage bridal outfits and event styling. Packed with gorgeous ideas and practical advice—from
finding a dress to putting together accessories, flowers, makeup, hair, and even extra details such as
the venue, cake, stationery, photography, and entertainment—this guide makes sure all aspects of
your perfect day are covered, with style.
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9780752468624
Pub Date: 11/1/12
$27.95
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Family & Relationships
FAM000000

9.2 in H | 6.2 in W | 0.9 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

The Surnames Handbook
A Guide to Family Name Research in the 21st Century
Debbie Kennett, Derek A. Palgrave

9781849532068
Pub Date: 10/10/12
$7.95
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 120
Family & Relationships  / 
Love & Romance
FAM029000

4 in W | 5 in H | 0.3 lb Wt

It Must Be Love

Contributor Bio
Summersdale is one of the UK's top independent nonfiction publishers.

Summary
A book packed with dreamy quotations to delight starry-eyed lovers everywhere

"Where there is great love, there are always miracles." —Willa Cather

"Where love is concerned, too much is not even enough." —Pierre de Beaumarchais

"I love her and that's the beginning of everything." —F. Scott Fitzgerald

The stars seem to sparkle more brightly than ever before, you can't eat, you can't sleep, and your
heart skips a beat every time a certain someone catches your eye. No, you're not going crazy, and
you don't need a doctor to tell you the reason for these new sensations—it must be love! This lovely
miniature-sized book is filled with passionate words for crazy lovers everywhere.
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9781742376158
Pub Date: 10/1/12
$19.95
Trade Paperback

314 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Family & Relationships  / 
Love & Romance
FAM029000

5 in W | 8 in H | 0.7 lb Wt

The Catch
How to Be Found by the Man of Your Dreams
Samantha Brett

Contributor Bio
Samantha Brett is a columnist for the Sydney Morning Herald and a popular dating and relationships
blogger. She has written for FHM, Grazia, and Vogue, and is the author of The Chase.

Summary
Strategies for single women to have the man of their dreams fall in love with them

Sick of dating guys who want sex and fun without any commitment? Ever wondered how some women
always have men chasing them? These women are what dating guru Samantha Brett describes as
"The Catch"—the ultimate single girl who knows her worth, doesn't settle for less, and doesn't get
caught up in the whirlwind of the dating game. After the abrupt end of a fairy-tale eight-year
relationship, Samantha found herself thrust back into single life. As part of the healing process she
interviewed thousands of men, as well as the women they defined as the ultimate Catch. In the
process she developed a foolproof method to help any woman become The Catch. This book will
teach readers how to move on from a break-up, avoid the traps of the dating game, become a
stronger person through the 30-Day Catch Boot Camp, get a man to propose in only six steps, and
forget chasing after Mr. Right ever again.

9781849531306
Pub Date: 6/1/12
$7.95
Hardcover

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 72
Family & Relationships  / 
Love & Romance
FAM029000

5.4 in H | 4 in W | 0.8 in T |
0.3 lb Wt

All You Need Is Love

Contributor Bio
Summersdale is one of the UK's top independent non fiction publishers.

Summary
A gift book filled with heartfelt words for starry-eyed lovers
"Love is the irresistible desire to be irresistibly desired." —Mark Twain
"The trouble with some women is that they get all excited about nothing—and then they marry him." —Cher
When John Lennon wrote that "all you need is love" back in 1967, perhaps he'd been struck by the
lovebug himself. Love gives you goosebumps, inspires you to sing in the shower, and makes you
want to hug everyone you meet. Love is a gift, love is an adventure, love is a many-splendored
thing—love is what makes the world go round, so why not spread a little of the sweet stuff right now?
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9781921382338
Pub Date: 6/1/12
Ship Date: 6/1/12
$60.00
Hardcover

384 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Reference  /  Weddings
REF024000
Territory: US & CA

11 in H | 10 in W | 1.4 in T |
5.3 lb Wt

Australian Wedding Book
Kate White

Contributor Bio
Kate White trained as a cook at Prue Leith's Cookery School in London, returning to Sydney to start
her own catering business. For the past 15 years, she and her husband have been one-stop wedding
consultants, and have created dream weddings for hundreds of couples.

Summary
The Australian Wedding Book is the definitive guide to planning your special day. This stunning book is
packed with advice and information, and is beautifully illustrated with Australia's most inspiring
real-life weddings. It explores the wealth of different options available to you when planning your
wedding, and shows you how to create a bespoke occasion that is a reflection of you and your
partner. It takes you through your entire wedding journey, from choosing the engagement ring,
drawing up a guest list, and designing the stationery to buying your dress, finding the right
celebrant, and selecting the flowers, music, and menu. There are tips from Australia's best jewellers,
florists, cakemakers, and dress designers, as well as helpful timelines, sample budgets, and
invitation wordings. Whether your dream wedding is a traditional church service and a formal sit-down
dinner, a simple beachside ceremony with cocktails and canapes, or an intimate gathering at your
family home followed by a laid-back barbecue, you'll find information and inspiration in equal
measure in The Australian ...

9781849531405
Pub Date: 5/1/12
$13.95
Trade Paperback

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Family & Relationships  / 
Love & Romance
FAM029000

5 in W | 8 in H | 0.5 lb Wt

Twilight, True Love and You
Seven Secret Steps to Finding Your Edward or Jacob
Louise Deacon

Contributor Bio
Louise Deacon is a clinical psychologist specializing in relationships, sexual health, and depression.

Summary
Combining elements from the popular Twilight saga with accessible pop psychology, a guide to
finding eternal love
Stephenie Meyer's supernatural romance saga has inspired millions of people worldwide with its tale
of a young girl torn between two apparently perfect loves. Many fans are now on the hunt for their
own real-life Edward or Jacob. Luckily for all the Twilight fans out there, this book uncovers the seven
secret steps towards true love. Inspired by the saga, these secrets reveal the relevance of Bella's
experiences to your own love life, explain your feelings for Edward and Jacob, and expose the perils
of Twilight's powerful, romantic messages.
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Product Image

9780091938208
Pub Date: 10/1/11
On Sale Date: 9/12/11
$8.95
Hardcover

64 Pages
Carton Qty: 168
Reference  /  Quotations
REF019000
Series: Suga-Lumps
Sales Restrictions: Canada
only

4.6 in W | 4.7 in H | 0.4 in T
| 0.2 lb Wt

You're a Great Valentine Because . . .
Ged Backland

Contributor Bio
Ged Backland worked for Carlton Cards and Hallmark as creative director before setting up his own
design studio, Backland.

Summary
A Suga-Lump is a lovely feeling, a tiny smile, a bit of happiness that we pass onto someone to let
them know how special they are. Aiming to make life a little bit sweeter, the Suga-Lumps gift book
series celebrates the people we love. Written in an off-beat, conversational style, they deliver the
message with a blend of cute artwork, wit and wisdom, and gentle humor.

9780712358255
Pub Date: 10/1/11
$22.95
Hardcover

128 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
History  /  World
HIS037000

6 in W | 8.5 in H

Love Letters
Andrea Clarke

Contributor Bio
Andrea Clarke is Curator of Early Modern Historical Manuscripts at the British Library.

Summary
Over the ages, handwritten letters have facilitated some of the most intimate exchanges between
people. The words of love letters allow us insights into the private relationships of people across
centuries, cultures, and continents. While many anthologies of love letters exist, a book reproducing
actual love letters in the author’s own hand has not previously been published, and this book
features letters from ancient Egypt to the present day. The original manuscripts of such letters grant
the reader a direct connection with the person who actually wrote those personal words, sometimes
many centuries ago. This charming book reproduces and transcribes in full 25 love letters with
engaging commentaries about the correspondents and their circumstances, as well as portraits of the
writers and recipients. It includes letters by figures such as Henry VIII, Charles Dickens, Charlotte
Brontë, Horatio Lord Nelson, Oscar Wilde, and Mervyn Peake.
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9781845963996
Pub Date: 9/1/11
On Sale Date: 9/10/12
$24.95
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Personal Memoirs
BIO026000
Territory: Canada only

5.7 in W | 8.7 in H | 1 in T |
0.9 lb Wt

Salsa For People Who Probably Shouldn't
Matt Rendell

Contributor Bio
Matt Rendell is the author of Blazing Saddles, The Death of Marco Pantani, and A Significant Other.

Summary
An entertaining memoir about salsa and the British, by a tall, white, clumsy Englishman who
learned the dance with his Colombian wife

Matt Rendell learned salsa the British way, as an adult, rote-learning figures and routines. His
Colombian wife, Vivi, acquired salsa in early childhood from her parents and grandparents; the
dance made her part of her community. A love story about two people from cultures at sometimes
comical cross-purposes, Salsa for People Who Probably Shouldn't explores how the world's most popular
dance went global, how it reached the UK, and whether the saucy, salacious salsa of their national
fantasy life is really as exotic as the British like to think. It looks at how, through salsa, the British
negotiate personal issues like mind-body relations or sex, and wider social ones like their national
identity crisis, and it contains interviews with some of salsa's most renowned dancers and musicians,
as well as with dance coaches from Strictly Come Dancing.

9781933415956
Pub Date: 8/1/11
$45.00
Hardcover

372 Pages
Carton Qty: 5
Cooking  /  Entertaining
CKB029000
Series: Art of Celebration

10.8 in H | 10.8 in W | 1.5 in
T | 5.4 lb Wt

Art of Celebration New England
Inspiration and Ideas from Top Event Professionals
Panache Partners, LLC

Contributor Bio
Panache Partners, LLC, is a publishing company based in Dallas, Texas, that specializes in
developing upscale coffee-table books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior
design, golf, wine, art, event planning, and travel.

Summary
From planners, caterers, and entertainers to floral designers, ice sculptors, and lighting gurus, these
compendiums share the passions and motivations of the event industry's most popular
specialists—and even a few of their best-kept secrets to executing unforgettable occasions. Each
affair is accompanied by lighthearted editorial, providing a look behind the scenes at birthdays,
corporate functions, religious milestones, and charity galas. With beautiful, lavish photographs,
these collections invite readers to walk the red carpet and enjoy the splendor of elite events thrown
by world leaders, royalty, celebrities, and other members of high society.
Whether held at historic locales such as the Boston Public Library or luxurious venues such as the
Four Seasons hotel, the most alluring social gatherings in the Northeast are showcased through
captivating photographs in this guide.
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9780980416503

Pub Date: 1/5/11

$16.95

Hardcover

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 48

Humor

HUM000000

4.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.5 in T

| 0.6 lb Wt

I Love Kissing You
Davide Cali, Serge Bloch

Contributor Bio
Davide Cali is one of Europe's most innovative and acclaimed writers for children. He is the author of
more than 20 illustrated books, including The Enemy: A Book About Peace, I Love Chocolate, Mama
Robot, and Piano Piano. Serge Bloch has worked as an editorial illustrator for the Chicago Tribune, the
Los Angeles Times, the New York Times, the Wall Street Journal, and the Washington Post, as well as New
York Magazine and Time. He was the illustrator for Butterflies in My Stomach and Other School Hazards
and The Enemy: A Book About Peace.

Summary
A celebration of that most pleasurable and important human activity: the kiss
Warm, funny, and down-to-earth, this gorgeous book relates a man's recalling the many memorable
kisses that have taken place in his relationship—in different situations and in different places all
across the world. From their first kiss to those that are still to come, the book captures the intimacy
and affection of a relationship with humor. Sumptuously clothbound and jacketed, this timeless book
is the ultimate gift for Valentine's Day, Mother's Day, and beyond.

9781933415932

Pub Date: 12/1/10

$45.00

Hardcover

444 Pages

Carton Qty: 5

Cooking  /  Entertaining

CKB029000

Series: Art of Celebration

10.8 in H | 10.8 in W | 1.4 in

T | 6.2 lb Wt

Art of Celebration Southern California
The Making of a Gala
Panache Partners, LLC

Contributor Bio
Panache Partners, LLC, is a publishing company based in Dallas, Texas, that specializes in
developing upscale coffee-table books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior
design, golf, wine, art, event planning, and travel.

Summary
From planners, caterers, and entertainers to floral designers, ice sculptors, and lighting gurus, these
compendiums share the passions and motivations of the event industry's most popular
specialists—and even a few of their best-kept secrets to executing unforgettable occasions. Each
affair is accompanied by lighthearted editorial, providing a look behind the scenes at birthdays,
corporate functions, religious milestones, and charity galas. With beautiful, lavish photographs,
these collections invite readers to walk the red carpet and enjoy the splendor of elite events thrown
by world leaders, royalty, celebrities, and other members of high society.
World-renowned venues such as the Resort at Pelican Hill, culinary geniuses including Wolfgang Puck
and entertainment gurus such as Wayne Foster are among the variety of individuals and firms whose
work and philosophies are highlighted in this insightful guide to Southern California events.
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9781933415864

Pub Date: 10/1/10

$45.00

Hardcover

348 Pages

Carton Qty: 5

Cooking  /  Entertaining

CKB029000

Series: Art of Celebration

10.8 in H | 10.8 in W | 1.2 in

T | 5.1 lb Wt

Art of Celebration Georgia
The Making of a Gala
Panache Partners, LLC

Contributor Bio
Panache Partners, LLC, is a publishing company based in Dallas, Texas, that specializes in
developing upscale coffee-table books on luxury lifestyle subjects including architecture, interior
design, golf, wine, art, event planning, and travel.

Summary
From planners, caterers, and entertainers to floral designers, ice sculptors, and lighting gurus, these
compendiums share the passions and motivations of the event industry's most popular
specialists—and even a few of their best-kept secrets to executing unforgettable occasions. Each
affair is accompanied by lighthearted editorial, providing a look behind the scenes at birthdays,
corporate functions, religious milestones, and charity galas. With beautiful, lavish photographs,
these collections invite readers to walk the red carpet and enjoy the splendor of elite events thrown
by world leaders, royalty, celebrities, and other members of high society.
Showcasing the state's most sensational events and venues—from southern traditional garden
parties to cutting-edge, upscale galas—this captivating photo exploration presents the splendor of
Georgia's events scene and highlights the visionaries that make it possible.

9781569762837

Pub Date: 2/23/10

$8.95

Trade Paperback

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 128

Reference  /  Weddings

REF024000

5.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.2 in T

| 0.3 lb Wt

The Bride's Thank You Guide (2nd Edition)

Thank You Writing Made Easy
Pamela A. Lach

Contributor Bio
Pamela A. Lach is the author of The Bride's Etiquette Guide: Etiquette Made Easy, The Bride to Bride Book,
The Groom to Groom Book, and Newlywed: A Survival Guide to the First Years of Marriage.

Summary
You’ve just had a gorgeous wedding, and now it’s time to say thank you—to everyone.
Whether you’re feeling daunted by the task or are just in need of a little inspiration, The Bride’s
Thank-You Guide will help you write the perfect note every time. Answering a host of questions about
content, style, and etiquette, author Pamela A. Lach will get you organized and give you tips for
writing thank-you notes that are warm and memorable. This essential guide provides you with not
only a general thank-you note outline but also more than 60 sample notes, organized by intended
recipient or type of gift. This helpful handbook also includes:

Time-saving ideas
Stationery suggestions
Gift ideas for those involved in the wedding
A list of Web sites to aid you in thanking your loved ones

Whether you have 30 or 300 notes to write, The Bride’s Thank-You Guide makes saying thank you
simple. No newlywed should put pen to paper without this straightforward companion at hand.
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9781556529405

Pub Date: 4/1/09

$10.95

Trade Paperback

208 Pages

Carton Qty: 76

Reference  /  Weddings

REF024000

5.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.5 in T

| 0.6 lb Wt

The Bride's Etiquette Guide (2nd Edition)

Etiquette Made Easy
Pamela A. Lach

Contributor Bio
Pamela A. Lach is the author of The Bride's Thank You Guide.

Summary
Practical, down-to-earth answers for all the modern bride’s questions
With so many new bridal trends popping up and so much about wedding etiquette in flux, today’s
bride needs a guide that answers her questions simply and clearly, without adding to the chaos and
increasing stress levels. The Bride’s Etiquette Guide unveils answers to a bevy of etiquette questions,
covering everything from writing engagement announcements and coordinating the wedding
processional to introducing relatives at the reception and sending out thank-you cards. This
accessible, easy-to-read handbook is also completely updated to reflect complicated contemporary
issues such as:
How can I let guests know about my wedding Web site?
When should I mail save-the-date cards?
How do I seat divorced and remarried parents at the ceremony and reception?
And much more
Neither stuffy nor snarky, The Bride’s Etiquette Guide is a dependable voice that every bride can trust,
whether she needs a complete wedding crash course or just bits of advice on specific situations.
Above all, it will help ensure a fun and stress-free wedd...

9780979265822

Pub Date: 10/1/08

$40.00

Hardcover

300 Pages

Carton Qty: 7

Reference  /  Weddings

REF024000

Series: Spectacular Wineries

series

9 in H | 12 in W | 1.4 in T |

3.9 lb Wt

Spectacular Weddings of Texas
A Collection of Texas Weddings and Love Stories
Jolie Carpenter

Contributor Bio
Jolie Carpenter is the author of Beautiful Homes of Texas, Dream Homes of Texas, Spectacular Homes of
Tennessee, and Spectacular Restaurants of Texas. She lives in Dallas, Texas.

Summary
Chronicling the stories of more than 100 bridal couples, this detailed study offers a rich glimpse into
the personal lives of each bride and groom. Meaningful moments are captured in vibrant detail by
the leading photographers in Texas, along with honest tales of how each couple first connected and
followed the path that led them to the walk down the aisle. Editorial depictions of the event
designers are dispersed among the romantic narratives, offering readers a wealth of resources for
planning their own important ceremonies. Loaded with gorgeous photos of enchanting wedding
locations from the panhandle to the Gulf Coast, this captivating collection of nuptial narratives will
inspire and delight.
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9781905211777

Pub Date: 5/28/08

On Sale Date: 9/25/07

$12.95

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 42

Reference  /  Weddings

REF024000

Series: Perfect series

8 in H | 5 in W | 0.5 in T |

0.3 lb Wt

Perfect Wedding Speeches and Toasts
All You Need to Give a Brilliant Speech
George Davidson

Contributor Bio
George Davidson is a former senior editor with Chambers Harrap. He is an experienced researcher
and writer of reference books and has participated in several weddings as bridegroom, best man,
and father of the bride.

Summary
With everything from advice on mastering your nerves to tips about how to make a real impact, this
compendium walks the reader through every aspect of preparing for the big day and speaking in
public. Also included are hints on how to pace delivery and helpful checklists on such subjects as the
traditional order of speeches and when to thank different members of the attending families. From
the father of the bride and the bride herself to the groom and the best man, this guide will
guarantee that every speech goes off without a hitch.

9781845885717

Pub Date: 5/28/08

$24.95

Hardcover

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Reference  /  Weddings

REF024000

5 in W | 6.5 in H | 0.7 in T |

0.5 lb Wt

Would You Like to Be Buried with My People?
Irish Wedding Traditions
Kerstin Mierke, Bridgette Rowland, Jeremy Purcell

Contributor Bio
Bridgette Rowland and Kerstin Mierke work as editors in Dublin. Maeve Higgins is a well-known Irish
comedian who starred in the hit TV show Naked Camera.

Summary
From matchmaking to speed-dating, strawboys to gatecrashers, and jaunting carts to limousines, the
face of Irish weddings has changed dramatically over the centuries. Connecting the old with the new,
this overview traces the path of both romance and marriage from olden-day Ireland up to the
present era. The various ceremonies and proverbs associated with marriage are discussed, and the
antics that traditionally followed the couple up the aisle are also addressed. Humorous and
lighthearted, this beautifully illustrated exploration also contains advice on how to hold your own
traditional Irish wedding.
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9781556526718

Pub Date: 4/1/07

$14.95

Trade Paperback

224 Pages

Carton Qty: 60

Reference  /  Weddings

REF024000

6 in W | 9 in H | 0.6 in T |

0.7 lb Wt

Ex-Etiquette for Weddings
The Blended Families' Guide to Tying the Knot
Jann Blackstone-Ford, Sharyl Jupe

Contributor Bio
Jann Blackstone-Ford is a certified divorce and stepfamily mediator. She has contributed to The
Christian Science Monitor, Redbook, and Working Mother and has appeared on Good Morning America, The
Oprah Winfrey Show, and Today. She is the founder and director of Bonus Families, a nonprofit
organization dedicated to the peaceful coexistence between separated or divorced parents and their
new families. She is the coauthor of Ex-Etiquette for Parents and the author of The Custody Solution
Sourcebook, Midlife Motherhood, and My Parents Are Divorced, Too. Sharyl Jupe is a regular columnist for
the Bonus Families website and the coauthor of Ex-Etiquette for Parents. Together, they write the
nationally syndicated newspaper advice column, "Ex-Etiquette."

Summary
Encore brides and couples with divorced parents will find helpful and suitable advice in this
sophisticated, up-to-date wedding guide and etiquette primer. Jann Blackstone-Ford, a certified
divorce and stepfamily mediator, and Sharyl Jupe, her husband’s first wife, know firsthand how to
make a blended family wedding a joyous affair. Together they take couples step-by-step through the
wedding process, from the engagement to the planning stage, from the bridal shower to the wedding
ceremony, and from the reception to the honeymoon or "familymoon." The topics addressed include
how and when to tell children about remarriage; how children from a previous marriage will
participate in the new wedding; how to arrange a harmonious seating plan for divorced in-laws; how
to graciously word the invitations when the parents of the bride or groom are divorced; who stands
where in the wedding pictures and the receiving line; how not to play favorites when among siblings,
half-siblings, and stepsiblings; and how to address who walks the bride down the aisle—her father or
her stepfather? A complete r...

9781863256445

Pub Date: 4/1/07

$32.95

Trade Paperback

320 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Biography & Autobiography

 /  Women

BIO022000

6 in W | 9.5 in H | 0.9 lb Wt

A Grand Passion
A Memoir
Anne de Lisle

Contributor Bio
Anne de Lisle lives with her husband, Ian Russell, and two dogs, Topsy and Lottie, in Baddow House,
Maryborough—known locally as "the Ghost House." She has written four internationally successful
historical romances and her first non-fiction book, A Grand Passion, an entertaining memoir about
restoring her house, was published in April 2007.

Summary
When Anne, a divorced author suffering from writer's block, and her new partner, Ian, a widower and
fellow Scottish romantic, decide to take their deepening relationship to the next level and move in
together, it isn't as simple as it sounds. There are their respective adult children's feelings to
consider, plus Anne and Ian want to make a new start away from the scrutiny of the tiny township
where they've both lived for many years. Their search takes them to the historic Queensland town of
Maryborough, where the brief glimpse of a derelict house not even for sale is the start of a whole
new life together. This is Anne's story of how she lovingly brought Baddow House—known locally as
"the Ghost House"—back to life, and in doing so both rediscovered her passion for writing and
cemented her relationship with Ian. But it's not all choosing paint colors and uncovering troves of
priceless cedar. The restoration is a difficult, costly, and painstaking process. And family tensions
arise when the couple want to take the next step, marriage, placing a great strain on what had been
an easy, co...
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9780965327527

Pub Date: 2/1/07

$29.95

Hardcover

208 Pages

Carton Qty: 18

Cooking  /  Courses & Dishes

CKB101000

9.3 in W | 9.3 in H | 0.5 in T

| 2.2 lb Wt

The New InterCourses (10th Edition)

An Aphrodisiac Cookbook
Martha Hopkins, Randall Lockridge

Contributor Bio
Martha Hopkins and Randall Lockridge formed Terrace Partners, a publishing and design firm, in
1996. They've collaborated on many books, including Do It for Less! Parties, Let’s Grill, Low-Carb Meals
in Minutes, Meat, More Low-Carb Meals in Minutes, and New Tastes from Texas, a companion book to
Stephan Pyles’ PBS series. Martha has appeared on Good Morning America, CNN, and the Food
Network. She lives in Waco, Texas. Randall lives in Scottsdale, Arizona.

Summary
Organized by type of aphrodisiac, this playful cookbook covers 19 sensual foods, ranging from
traditional favorites like oysters and strawberries to lesser-known but just as potent foods such as
pine nuts and asparagus. Including histories of aphrodisiacs, couples' anecdotes, and tantalizing
photography, this 10th-anniversary edition of this beautiful and innovative cookbook features more
than 55 new, couple-tested recipes and a completely revised appendix.

9781921295003

Pub Date: 2/1/07

$12.95

Trade Paperback

86 Pages

Carton Qty: 100

Family & Relationships  / 

Marriage & Long Term

Relationships

FAM030000

5.5 in W | 6.5 in H | 0.3 in T

| 0.3 lb Wt

A Guide to Australian Weddings

Summary
A Guide to Australian Weddings helps you to plan the most important event in your life. And it's full of
information for everyone involved in planning or taking part in a wedding—including your family,
bridal party, and friends. All the finer details of getting married—the presents, invitations, organizing
the ceremony and reception, how to handle the tricky problems that arise when parents are divorced,
finding the right wedding gowns and suits, choosing flowers and selecting photographers, dealing
with caterers, and how to make speeches—are explained in a helpful, practical way. A Guide to
Australian Weddings unlocks all the mysteries of wedding etiquette and is packed with useful
checklists and schedules so your marriage will go without a hitch. This is your complete guide to a
perfect day.
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9781741144338

Pub Date: 4/1/06

$20.95

Trade Paperback

240 Pages

Carton Qty: 48

Reference  /  Weddings

REF024000

8 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.7 in T |

0.6 lb Wt

How to Say I Do
Make Your Civil Marriage Ceremony Your Own
Mandy Newman, June Newman

Contributor Bio
Mandy Newman is a Web producer at The Australian Financial Review as well as a professional writer
whose work has appeared in many newspapers and magazines. June Newman is a practicing civil
celebrant and a former small-business owner, market researcher, and death and bereavement
counselor.

Summary
Packed full of ideas, stories, and excerpts from real weddings, this guide for brides- and
grooms-to-be provides inspired ideas for creating the perfect civil wedding ceremony. Tips on
choosing the vows, location, mood, and celebrant are included, as are tips for dealing with difficult
family members and other potential problems. Also included are numerous poems and readings,
ranging from selections from Shakespeare to The Owl and the Pussy Cat, to help personalize the
ceremony.

9780972835428

Pub Date: 4/1/06

$14.00

Trade Paperback

144 Pages

Carton Qty: 88

Reference  /  Weddings

REF024000

Series: 100+ series

5.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.4 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

100+ Wedding Games (2nd Edition)

Fun & Laughs for Bachelorette Parties, Showers & Receptions
Joan Wai

Contributor Bio
Joan Wai is a freelance writer and the author of 100+ Baby Shower Games and Newcomer's Handbook
for Moving to and Living in Los Angeles. She lives in Los Angeles.

Summary
Filled with wedding-themed games, activities, and pranks, this guide features friendly and sassy
competitions to add pep to a bachelorette party, invigorate a shower, and lighten up a wedding
reception. Intended for both small gatherings and large receptions, friends and family can pick
between numerous types of competitions—from speed and memory games to activities and practical
joke options. An appendix of prize and penalty ideas and ready-to-play gamesheets are also
included.
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9781556525315

Pub Date: 4/1/04

$14.95

Hardcover

100 Pages

Carton Qty: 30

Reference  /  Writing Skills

REF026000

6.5 in W | 7 in H | 0.6 in T |

0.7 lb Wt

How to Write Love Letters
Michelle Lovric

Contributor Bio
Michelle Lovric is the editor of The Insult & Curse Book, Women & Cats, Women’s Wicked Wit, and Love
Letters: An Anthology of Passion, a New York Times bestseller.

Summary
Offering sample writings, historical examples, and practical advice, this invaluable and beautifully
packaged book contains guidance for all occasions that call for eloquent and inspired love letters.
Modern model letters to adapt and use in specific circumstances, tips on letter-writing techniques,
and creative suggestions for packaging and delivering messages of love are peppered with fanciful,
original Victorian illustrations, making the look of this volume as romantic as the letters within. With
charming specificity, guidance and appropriate words are provided for various would-be
Shakespeares, from the “morning-after lover” and the “anniversary lover” to the “frustrated lover”
and the “neglected lover.” Also included are a short history of epistolary romance, 76 model letters,
and a host of helpful and witty epigrams.

9780824516758

Pub Date: 5/1/97

$12.95

Trade Paperback

192 Pages

Carton Qty: 60

Reference  /  Weddings

REF024000

7 in H | 4.5 in W | 0.6 in T |

0.4 lb Wt

Your Catholic Wedding
A Complete Planbook
Chris Aridas

Summary
A handy guide for couples, family members, and priests in the preparation for a Catholic wedding. It
includes the entire liturgical rite with options, practical details of church arrangements, an insightful
commentary, and valuable checklists.
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9780935278057

Pub Date: 3/1/95

$8.95

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 100

Reference  /  Weddings

REF024000

5.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.3 in T

| 0.4 lb Wt

Sew a Beautiful Wedding
Gail Brown, Karen Dillon

Contributor Bio
Gail Brown is widely recognized for her many television and video appearances on Our Home, Sew
Perfect, and Sewing with Nancy. She is the coauthor of Sewing with Sergers and the author of Simply
Napkins. She lives in Hoquiam, Washington.

Summary
The bride-to-be will find everything from basic bridal sewing to the art of customizing and combining
patterns to design that one-of-a-kind gown that compliments image and body type. It covers
selecting, preparing, and sewing with bridal fabrics and laces and includes information on many types
of hem, button, and spaghetti straps and loop techniques. Embellishment tips for adding pearls and
beads, as well as making slips, headpieces, and veils is also included. There is a handy planning
checklist and a sewing time line to make sure the dress is finished before the wedding.

9780745968858

Pub Date: 4/1/17

Ship Date: 4/1/17

$16.95

Trade Paperback

208 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Family & Relationships  / 

Marriage & Long Term

Relationships

FAM030000

8 in H | 5 in W

What Wives Want
Things I Wish I Knew Before I Said I Do
Harry Benson, Kate Benson

Contributor Bio
Harry Benson is the author of Mentoring Marriages and Let's Stick Together: The Relationship Book for
New Parents. Kate Benson is the mother of six children, a cooking teacher, and a friend to many.

Summary
"The success of a marriage . . . depends primarily on a husband's ability to make his wife feel valued—and
as more than just a mother. It may take two to tango: it requires one person to take responsibility. This is
not about being a doormat. Nor is it about work and parenting roles . . . it is about human nature. A wife who
knows she is loved and cherished cannot help but reflect love back on her husband." —Harry Benson

When his own marriage nearly broke up, Harry Benson decided to take responsibility for his wife's
happiness—loving her, caring for her, and understanding her. Putting himself and his work second, he
put his wife first—and their marriage thrived. Now the research director at The Marriage Foundation in
the United Kingdom, Benson has discovered that research supports his decision—and that happy
women make for happy children and happy husbands.
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9781770402799

Pub Date: 11/1/16

Ship Date: 11/1/16

$16.95

Trade Paperback

164 Pages

Carton Qty: 50

Family & Relationships  / 

Marriage & Long Term

Relationships

FAM030000

Series: Reference Series

10 in H | 8 in W

Learning to Commit (The Workbook)
Becoming Your Best Self to Find Your Best Match
Aliza T. Israel, Avrum Nadigel

Contributor Bio
Dr. Aliza Israel (MD, FRCPC) is a child and adolescent psychiatrist at Women's College Hospital, and
lecturer at the University of Toronto in child psychiatry and women's mental health. Her work focuses
on the interplay between parental and child mental health, and in promoting resilience in young
families. Dr. Israel lives in Toronto. Avrum Nadigel (MSW) is a marriage-and-family therapist, and
author of Learning to Commit: The best time to work on your marriage is when you're single. Nadigel has
been a therapist in Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver for more than 15 years

Summary
It’s become easier and easier, thanks to Internet dating and instant global communication, to meet
people. So why is it so hard to find the right person, to settle down and get married? So hard that
you may have, almost, given up. Who needs a long-term committed relationship anyway? The
exercises in this workbook are designed to help you thrive in the relationships you have, or hope to
find. Created by a married couple–a family-and-relationship therapist and a clinical psychiatrist–this
book will provide you with tools to navigate the highs and lows of emotionally-committed
relationships. Whether you fear commitment, or find yourself blinded by your love of falling in love,
this workbook will help you begin to make changes, to chart a path toward lasting, committed love.
There is meaning in the struggle: You are capable of building a marriage that is far better than the
ones you've seen.

9781483570150

Pub Date: 6/16/16

Ship Date: 6/16/16

$11.36

Trade Paperback

226 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

0.7 lb Wt

More Than Friends
Toni Davies

Contributor Bio
Toni Davies was born in Wales and lived in Australia. She is a creative in most aspects in her life
whether it be writing books, poems, songs or even painting pictures or mural's. She see's book
writing as a hobby but she thought you may enjoy the book. The book was inspired by people who
have shaped her life in one way or another. Although the story is different from her own life. she has
always questioned the 'what if' in certain scenarios, which she as used in her book.

Summary
In the midst of dealing with the breakdown of her marriage, Kate throws herself into her work. Life is
a delicate balance, as Kate drinks to keep afloat of the raging emotions of her break up. After
working as a receptionist at a real estate office for some years, Kate decides to go back to school
and attain the relevant licenses to become a realtor. Upon graduating, the company promotes Kate
to a realtor. Eager for a distraction from the pain she feels, she dives into her job, learning as much
as she can about her new career. Suddenly, Dean, an old friend from high school, returns to town
after breaking up with his long-term girlfriend. Dean shows up at her office, eager to see what is on
the real estate market, although his real motivations are to get to know Kate. After a spending a
day showing Dean some homes, the chemistry between them is palpable. Their attraction to each
other catches them both unaware. As their attraction intensifies, people around them begin to notice.
Protective of her daughter since her marriage ended, Kate’s mother wants to know all about Dean.
Similarly,...
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9781483566832

Pub Date: 6/2/16

Ship Date: 6/2/16

$19.99

Trade Paperback

224 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

0.8 lb Wt

Championship Drive
A Novel
Sarah Beth Aubrey

Contributor Bio
Sarah Beth Aubrey is an executive coach and peer group facilitator and the author of three previous
books. She and her husband live in Central Indiana where they raise cattle. This is her first novel.

Summary
Selling ‘em high - a must to hang onto the farm. Winning a national show - a must to achieve her
dreams. Falling for an older man with a questionable past - not part of the plan. Beautiful, feisty,
Savannah Morgan always knew she’d take the reins at Morgan Cattle Company – someday. When
tragedy forces her to drop everything and run the operation, she stubbornly steps up – and is quickly
overwhelmed with the responsibility. Getting serious about raising cattle, Savannah must temper her
unquenchable desire to win a national title with the need to bankroll a farm teetering on the edge of
ruin. But, the farm is Savannah’s one true love, a realization that empowers her to walk out on the
cruelty of Troy Howell. Yet, things with Troy turn dangerous when Savannah tries to break it off.
Running from her troubles, Savannah and long time friend, Eddie Quiggly, head for a cattle show!
Fun, yes, but, after a few wild nights Savannah would rather not repeat, she vows to buckle down and
cowgirl up. Refocused, Savannah is resolute- showing and selling only. There is just one thing that
sidetracks S...

9781483562575

Pub Date: 4/21/16

Ship Date: 4/21/16

$9.99

Trade Paperback

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

0.4 lb Wt

Preparing for Mr./Mrs. Right
Philip Ellingberg

Summary
My aim in writing this book is to set out a plan people can easily follow, that will help them to
sidestep the harmful elements which prevent human beings from forming healthy relationships in
this modern world. Put another way, the main message aims to emphasize that any individual who
plans to be married must first focus on who they are – or who they strive to be – before looking for a
list of desirable items in a potential partner. The book's primary spiritual focus aims at helping
people to make wise and informed choices when considering marital prospects. Practical scriptural
advice in the form of guidelines will help readers to overcome common patterns related to bad
decision-making. Improving their decision-making skills will help to prevent readers from connecting
with incompatible people during the dating process.
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9781682225967

Pub Date: 2/4/16

Ship Date: 2/4/16

$9.99

Trade Paperback

76 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

0.3 lb Wt

Realing Him in
The Essential Guide to Manifesting Your Perfect Guy
Becky Ringler

Contributor Bio
Becky Ringler, aka The Love Sensei, is a dating and relationship coach, author, blogger, inspirational
speaker, retreat leader, happiness entrepreneur, licensed California Marriage and Family Therapist
(presently inactive), one-time New York City actress, and wedding officiant. Becky is a supreme
advocate of love and a strong believer that being yourself is the key to finding your perfect partner.
Having dated from coast to coast and around the globe for nearly 18 years, and happily married now
to her own Mr. Right for seven, Becky is passionate about helping people find and keep their perfect
mates. She holds a B.A. in Communications from Northwestern University and a M.A. in Counseling
Psychology from the California Institute of Integral Studies. She currently resides on the Big Island
of Hawaii with her husband.

Summary
Mr. Right is a myth… Or is he? If you have been looking for your perfect guy long enough,
sometimes it can seem as if finding your Mr. Right is a fantasy that will never translate into reality.
But in this fun and interactive guidebook, complete with entertaining and effective exercises based
on the Law of Attraction and personal experience, Becky Ringler (aka The Love Sensei) will not only
help you realize and celebrate the amazing catch you are, but will also show you how to make YOUR
Mr. Right so real that he has no choice but to be "realed" right into your life! Whether you’ve been
single longer than you would have liked, divorced, widowed, or just starting out in the dating scene, if
you are ready to take some empowered action to bring YOUR perfect guy into your life, this book is
going to help you do just that. So grab your journal and get ready to have some fun! Your perfect
guy is out there. Let’s not keep him waiting!

9781925048315

Pub Date: 12/1/15

Ship Date: 12/1/15

$18.95

Trade Paperback

224 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

Territory: US & CA

6 in W | 8.3 in H | 0.8 in T |

0.6 lb Wt

Unsingle
The Art and Science of Finding True Love
Louise Gabriel

Contributor Bio
Louise Gabriel is a former bookshop manager whose professional life led to a keen interest in
neuroscience and plasticity, in which she explores what neuroscience can teach us about
relationships.

Summary
Are you single and sick of it, and are you ready to flip the switch in your life and start playing for
team love?
Take a 10-step journey to help refire and rewire the neural pathways in your brain related to love.
This book blends creative processes with fascinating neuroscience and shows you how to change your
relationship destiny and become a lifelong, card-carrying member of Team Love. The steps are
designed with one goal in mind—to bring true love into your life; the kind that stands the test of
time and lasts forever. How exactly? Unsingle begins by debunking the myth that there is a random
love god out there bestowing favors on a lucky few. You’ll learn how your brain responds to what you
give your focused attention to; how neuroscience backs up the old adage, "what you look for is what
you will find," and how believing in true love can create a self-fulfilling prophecy. You’ll hear about
the "Yay! Experiment," the "Singing Grocer," Einstein’s favorite mind tool, and the importance of
"Minding the Gap." It teaches you processes to reduce trips down "Pain Highway," and clever to...
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9781785040078

Pub Date: 11/1/15

Ship Date: 11/1/15

$18.95

Trade Paperback

272 Pages

Carton Qty: 36

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

Territory: US

8.5 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.8 in T

| 0.7 lb Wt

The Relate Guide to Sex and Intimacy
Cate Campbell

Contributor Bio
Cate Campbell began her career as a nurse, moving into nursing journalism and becoming editor of
Nursing Mirror and Nursing magazines before joining Relate as a couple counselor. Following further
training and experience as a psychosexual counselor and relationship specialist, Cate is now a
Relate Institute lecturer as well as a highly experienced relationship therapist.

Summary
For any stage of life or relationship, a level-headed approach enabling you to develop relationship
intimacy and sustain a satisfying sex life

Sex and intimacy are what make couple relationships special and different. We may even measure
the quality of the relationship by how intimate we feel or how good the sex is. This can be
wonderfully reassuring when it goes well, but we all have times in our lives and relationships when we
don’t feel so close. When sex isn’t working well or isn’t happening, confidence in the relationship can
ebb away, too. Yet there is plenty you can do to turn things around and recapture the fading
intimacy. This guide takes a realistic look at modern relationships, steering you through practical
exercises, examples, quizzes, and talking points to help give your sexual self and your relationship
an intimacy makeover. Comprehensively tackling the issues that challenge sex and intimacy, this
book will both equip you to understand and manage problems when they arise and to make a good
sex life even better.

9781682221976

Pub Date: 10/22/15

Ship Date: 10/22/15

$9.99

Trade Paperback

56 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

0.2 lb Wt

To Marry or Not To Marry
A Strategic Decision Analysis of Getting Engaged
Benjamin Blumenthal

Contributor Bio
Benjamin Blumenthal is certified in Pre-Cognitive Re-Education, a practice related to behavioral
psychology that examines the sources of negative behaviors and provides the tools with which the
behavior can be influenced and modified on the subconscious level. Mr. Blumenthal has been
certified to practice the work since 1998. He is also a certified mediator in the State of Georgia,
having been accredited in civil alternative dispute resolution. Mr. Blumenthal received advanced
additional training in cross cultural dispute resolution. He studied at Oxford University in England,
has a BA from Emory University and an MBA from Emory's Goizueta Business School.

Summary
How many of us have heard, "When you find the right man or woman, you'll just know!" What does
that really mean? What if you "only think" you know or "want to feel" like you know? Can you want
the feeling to be there so badly that you artificially create the feeling of "knowing?" And what if you
make this very important decision based upon a "false knowing" or an illusion of a feeling? There
are too many important factors and variables to consider and, without structure, the thoughts of
marriage and compatibility become confusing and sometimes overwhelming. The author explains a
comprehensive method to address and measure the elements vital to the decision of getting
engaged. After years of analysis, it has been condensed into Five Questions that dramatically
increase the likelihood of a happy and successful marriage. Each is a question that you must ask
yourself about your mate and the answer must be "Yes" to all five questions. This takes a lot of
courage to look at the hidden truths, so good luck!
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9781682220566

Pub Date: 10/8/15

Ship Date: 10/8/15

$17.99

Trade Paperback

158 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Family & Relationships  / 

Marriage & Long Term

Relationships

FAM030000

Series: Love Factor In

Marriage

0.6 lb Wt

The Love Factor In Marriage
Explore What you need to know before you say, ?I do?
Danlel Vassell Sr, Jennifer Vassell, R Vest

Summary
This book looks in depth at the issues that should be discussed before marriage. Topics that are
taboo in many Christian circles are discussed candidly and no stones are left unturned. For an
honest, no holds barred discussion of pre-marital issues, this is the book to read.

9781760111472

Pub Date: 6/1/15

Ship Date: 6/1/15

$22.95

Trade Paperback

344 Pages

Carton Qty: 28

Self-Help  /  Emotions

SEL042000

6 in W | 9.5 in H | 1.1 lb Wt

Intimacy & Solitude
How to Give Love and Receive It
Stephanie Dowrick

Contributor Bio
Stephanie Dowrick, PhD, is the author of Choosing Happiness, Creative Journal Writing, In the
Company of Rilke, and Intimacy and Solitude. Formerly a publisher and also a trained
psychotherapist, she writes and teaches on a variety of spiritual, psychological, and ethical issues.
She was ordained in 2005 as an Interfaith Minister.

Summary
The author of Choosing Happiness reveals how in order to meet a desire for rewarding relationships,
we must first start with ourselves

This book allows us to understand our relationships with others through a deepened and more
self-accepting relationship with ourselves. Why do we behave as we do, if it doesn't get us what we
want? Can we balance our needs for closeness and for independence? Can we understand our
emotional history and go beyond it? How do we negotiate our needs with those of other people? Can
we become the lover, partner, or friend we long to be? Gay, straight, old, young; we want our
relationships to "work." Through a variety of moving, personal stories, a rare breadth of well-founded
ideas, and her own inspiring belief in the rewards of love, Stephanie Dowrick shows how possible it is
to experience the pleasures of self-acceptance—and the lasting joy of satisfying connections with
others.
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9783865057259

Pub Date: 6/1/14

Ship Date: 6/1/14

$10.95

Trade Paperback

104 Pages

Carton Qty: 150

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

4.3 in W | 6.5 in H | 0.3 lb

Wt

In Praise of Open Relationships
On Love, Sex, Reason, and Happiness
Oliver Schott

Contributor Bio
Oliver Schott is a corrector and author for the German weekly newspaper Jungle World.

Summary
For most people today, romantic love is tantamount to monogamy. However, the ideal of one true
love that lasts forever has long given way to the sobering reality of serial monogamy. The simple
fact that a life may comprise more than one love poses a challenge to our established conception of
fidelity. Why must one love end when another one begins? In this book, the meaning of love and
sexuality is reassessed. The author points out that emotion, reason, commitment, and freedom do
not have to be at odds. Monogamy as a relationship model is shown to rest on questionable
preconceptions. Its impositions prove objectionable not only from a hedonistic, but also from an
ethical point of view. Alternative models such as “Don’t ask, don’t tell” agreements, swinging, and
polyamory are reviewed.

9781742754901

Pub Date: 4/1/14

$19.95

Trade Paperback

248 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

6 in W | 9 in H | 0.7 lb Wt

It Doesn't Have to Be So Hard
The Secrets to Finding and Keeping Intimacy
Joanne Fedler, Graeme Friedman

Contributor Bio
Joanne Fedler is a creative writing teacher, a women's rights activist, and the author of Things Without
a Name. Graeme Friedman is a clinical psychologist and an author.

Summary
Two experts tackle the big questions about intimacy and relationships, in this book that aims to
change how you think about long-term love

We can't get enough of doomed lovers torn apart by betrayal, taboo, and violence—as long as they
stay on the screen or the page. In our own beds we want the happy ending. But all around us,
divorce statistics rocket as the hopes of lonely singles plummet. In an age of financial and political
uncertainty, love is the only thing left to believe in. So why do we give up on it so easily? Through
interlocking stories that are moving, funny, and all too familiar, Joanne Fedler and Graeme Friedman
combine their years of personal and professional experience to tackle the toughest of questions
around intimacy, such as How does romance sour into incompatibility? Are men really frightened by
intimacy? Why don’t women understand that sex is intimacy? Is staying in an unhappy relationship better
than being alone? How do we keep passion and intimacy alive with the same person over time? Finding and
keeping intimacy is a massive challenge, but it's not impossibl...
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9781934155837

Pub Date: 10/11/13

$15.95

Trade Paperback

200 Pages

Carton Qty: 60

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

Don't Hate the Player Learn the Game
How to Spot "Ineligible" Eligible Bachelors
Lyn Lewis

Contributor Bio
Lyn Lewis is a retired professor from the University of Detroit and a licensed therapist. She lives in
Detroit, Michigan.

Summary
Women would like to make better choices in selecting a mate, and this book helps them recognize
the qualities they desire and how to find them beneath the façade men often possess. The book
looks at nine different player stereotypes, including truth tellers, mama’s boys, betrayers, and
deceivers, and teaches women to read the signs through the player’s behavior and past history.
Many men don’t want commitment, but are not honest and many women believe what men say, but
and are tired of playing games. Addressing the issues of honesty and communication, this book
empowers women to find the mate they want and deserve.

9780988589605

Pub Date: 7/10/13

$9.99

Trade Paperback

124 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

4 in W | 7 in H

For Single Ladies Only
Everything You Need to Know to Date Smarter
Shanae Hall

Contributor Bio
Shanae Hall is a CBS Radio personality for Atlanta's V103, the number one urban radio station in the
U.S. She also makes frequent appearances on CNN, Headline News, and TruTV. She is a former NFL
wife and the cofounder of New Beginnings TRAP, a nonprofit organization that empowers women to
rebuild their lives. She is the author of Why Do I Have to Think Like a Man? She lives in Atlanta.

Summary
Filled with 30 tips that will cover any and every dating situation in which a single woman could
possibly find herself, this snappy dating guide dares to go where no female author has ever gone
before. CBS Radio personality and former NFL wife Shanae Hall calls upon her experience, wisdom,
media prowess, and spot-on dating instincts to explore every aspect of dating, from dating as a
single mother to dating a married man. Hall explores the things that most women do that drive men
crazy (in a bad way!), demonstrates how a mother can protect her kids from heartache while she's
searching for Mr. Right, and outlines the dating playbook, so any woman can master the game. She
also unveils must-have sex techniques and even explores the stigma surrounding African American
women and oral sex. But perhaps most importantly, Hall teaches women how to respect themselves
so that their men will respect them more. Her lesson is built upon the dual philosophy of learning
from one's mistakes and living in reality.
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9781845967987

Pub Date: 4/1/13

$14.95

Trade Paperback

336 Pages

Carton Qty: 56

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

5 in W | 7.8 in H | 0.8 in T |

0.5 lb Wt

First Catch Your Husband
Adventures on the Dating Front Line
Sarah Bridge

Contributor Bio
Sarah Bridge is a leisure correspondent for the Mail on Sunday.

Summary
A nonfiction cross between Bridget Jones' Diary and Sex and the City, this is a humorous dating
guide by a 30-something woman willing try almost anything to find the right partner for her

Sarah Bridge is smart, successful, and single. As a newspaper journalist, she has a hectic day job
and a busy social life, and is perfectly happy with both. But something—or someone—is missing.
Embarking on a quest to find her soulmate, she tries everything from speed-dating and wine-tasting
to Scottish dancing and singles holidays, island-hopping and army assault courses to self-help
books and fortune-telling. Whether climbing mountains in Morocco or swimming at midnight in the
Caribbean, Sarah is on a mission to meet Mr. Right. But will anything actually work? And how will she
feel after putting herself, and her heart, out there? An entertaining, touching, and thought-provoking
account of life on the front line of dating, this tale will inspire anyone who has ever been, or wanted
to be, in love.

9781937559007

Pub Date: 12/1/12

$19.95

Trade Paperback

376 Pages

Carton Qty: 48

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.9 in T

| 0.7 lb Wt

Internet Dating 101: It's Complicated . . . But It Doesn't Have To Be
The Digital Age Guide to Navigating Your Relationship Through Social Media and Online Dating Sites
Laura Schreffler

Contributor Bio
Laura Schreffler is a luxury lifestyle and travel writer who prefers to make love, not war. She is the
creator of LoveTrekker.com - a website that assures the most doubtful among us that you really can
find love anywhere - and the relationship columnist for Happiness Series. She does not like long,
romantic walks on the beach, but show her a good amusement park at sunset and she's all yours.

Summary
An all-encompassing guide for those wanting to use social media to look for love in the digital age,
Internet Dating 101: It’s Complicated But It Doesn’t Have to Be! is a humorous yet helpful book that
navigates the ins and outs of Facebook, Twitter, online dating sites, e-mail, Foursquare, and more.
Filled with testimonials from men and women, this relationship reference also includes information
on what should and shouldn’t be posted on Facebook, appropriate times to tweet photos, the best
and worst dating websites, and situations in which it’s best to send an e-mail, pick up the phone, or
simply chat in person. Arming people with the tools necessary to attract the mate they really want,
this guide helps readers find out what their love interests are really like based on what they are—or
aren’t—saying, posting, tweeting, or e-mailing.
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9781742378039

Pub Date: 5/1/12

$24.95

Trade Paperback

444 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Self-Help  /  Emotions

SEL042000

5 in W | 8 in H | 0.9 lb Wt

The Universal Heart
A Practical Guide to Love
Stephanie Dowrick

Contributor Bio
Stephanie Dowrick, PhD, is the author of Choosing Happiness, Creative Journal Writing, In the
Company of Rilke, and Intimacy and Solitude. Formerly a publisher and also a trained
psychotherapist, she writes and teaches on a variety of spiritual, psychological, and ethical issues.
She was ordained in 2005 as an Interfaith Minister.

Summary
How you can make lasting change from within to create positive and loving relationships with
family, friends, children, and colleagues using simple and fail-safe golden "rules"

A life worth living is a life of love. The presence or absence of love makes the greatest difference to
our happiness, our health, and wellbeing. Yet seeking love and sustaining it continues to disappoint
many people. In this powerful and practical book, Stephanie Dowrick affirms our highest ideals and
intentions. Better still, she shows us how possible it is to live them out. With the compassion and
psychological depth that is the hallmark of her writing, she also explores the common pitfalls to
love. Then, with persuasive wisdom, she helps us to transform them. What also makes this book
exceptional is that the author shows us how to live more appreciatively across all our relationships,
including with our own selves. Through her powers of storytelling, she demonstrates that anything
worth discovering about love improves not one but every one of our connections. In a world where
fears of not being or having en...

9780974661032

Pub Date: 1/1/11

$17.95

Trade Paperback

55 Pages

Carton Qty: 30

Body, Mind & Spirit  / 

Divination

OCC005000

4 in W | 5.5 in H | 1.3 in T |

0.7 lb Wt

Great Relationships Begin Within
Self-Inquiry Divination Deck
Maryanne Comaroto-Raynal, David Raynal

Contributor Bio
Maryanne Comaroto-Raynal is a motivational speaker, workshop facilitator, relationship therapist,
radio personality, and the author of Skinny, Tan and Rich: Unveiling the Myth. She is also the founder
and executive director of the Center for Healthy Relationships and founder of the nonprofit National
Action Organization. David Raynal holds degrees in religious studies and psychology from Stanford
University, helped start the world’s first sleep clinic, and owned and operated a successful real estate
enterprise. They live in Greenbrae, California.

Summary
This 55 card deck and accompanying booklet captures the essence of what it takes to attract and
create a healthy, fulfilling, sustainable relationship through the daily practice of self-inquiry. Using
this set, the reader is freed to see beyond the old paradigm of bartering for survival, instead
cultivating honesty, compassion, respect, and trust to foster loving relationships as the preferred way
of life. The deck is based on thousand year old spiritual laws—numerology, psychology, and
tarot—and provides a plethora of potential revelation and freedom in every hand, with each card
guiding the reader further into inner knowing. Whether in or out of partnership, these cards offer a
concrete way of deepening emotional and practical intelligence and the ability to witness feelings and
experiences responsibly, resulting in more peacefulness, appreciation, and lasting love.
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Product Image

9780091923976

Pub Date: 11/1/09

On Sale Date: 12/14/09

$18.95

Trade Paperback

192 Pages

Carton Qty: 24

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

5.3 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.6 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

The Relate Guide to Finding Love
Barbara Bloomfield

Contributor Bio
Barbara Bloomfield is a Relate couples and family counselor and clinical supervisor with 14 years of
experience in the counseling field. Prior to this, Barbara was a journalist, BBC radio reporter, and
writer specializing in relationships and is the author of several books and booklets.

Summary
From the UK's leading relationship counselor, The Relate Guide to Finding Love offers common sense
help and advice on all aspects of dating and relationships. Short, snappy chapters, each containing a
thought-provoking exercise, plus personal case histories combine to make this a fun and interesting
read to help you to: discover your needs and what you expect from a relationship; get yourself into
the right frame of mind to meet someone new; make the most of online dating and singles events;
and, identify whether your new love is really the one for you. Whether you are looking for a
long-term relationship or just a quick fling, this practical, accessible guide is perfect for you.

9780974661001

Pub Date: 9/16/09

$14.95

Trade Paperback

224 Pages

Carton Qty: 44

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

6 in W | 9 in H | 0.6 in T |

0.7 lb Wt

Hindsight
What You Need to Know Before You Drop Your Drawers
Maryanne Comaroto-Raynal, Gabrielle Roth

Contributor Bio
Maryanne Comaroto is a motivational speaker, workshop facilitator, relationship therapist, and radio
personality, and author of Skinny, Tan and Rich: Unveiling the Myth. She is also the founder and
executive director of the Center for Healthy Relationships and founder of the non-profit National
Action Organization. She lives in Greenbrae, California.
She can be heard on her radio talk show, which also streams live on her website,
www.maryannelive.com.

Summary
Through compassionate stories of six well-intentioned women who endured years of selfishness,
betrayal, and even physical harm at the hands of their partners, award-winning relationship expert
Maryanne Comaroto explains here how “happily ever after” really begins within. This guide offer a
“relationship tool belt” with six tools that will help turn dreams into reality. Along with a list of 14
critical questions to ask before having sex, Comaroto provides eye-opening exercises to help
develop relationship skills that will last a lifetime. The lessons provided here will show how to create
relationships that are healthier, more fulfilling, more honest, and more enduring than ever thought
possible.
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9780745953311

Pub Date: 5/1/09

$14.95

Trade Paperback

224 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

5 in W | 8 in H | 0.7 in T |

0.5 lb Wt

You Can't Play the Game if You Don't Know the Rules
How Relationships Work
Dr. Irene Alexander

Contributor Bio
Dr. Irene Alexander is the author of Dancing with God.

Summary
Navigating a successful relationship can be as baffling a task as playing a game while blindfolded.
Relationships have many complicated rules and regulations, and with any relationship the stakes are
high, as losses can be disastrous while winning can lead to a lifetime of happiness. This helpful
guide explores all the basic requirements for leading a happy relationship, covering everything from
boundaries to sex, and provides essential advice for facilitating open and effective communication
with partners.

9780977655236

Pub Date: 9/28/07

$19.95

Trade Paperback

307 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

6 in W | 9 in H | 1 in T | 1.1

lb Wt

The Disposable Male
Sex, Love, and Money?Your World Through Darwin's Eyes
Michael Gilbert

Contributor Bio
Michael Gilbert is a senior fellow at the Annenberg Center for the Digital Future at the University of
Southern California. An expert in the fields of psychology and sociology, with a graduate degree from
Harvard Universtiy, he is a member of the National Association of Scholars, has lectured widely at the
university level, has written numerous articles, and is frequently quoted in the press. He lives in Los
Angeles.

Summary
In The Disposable Male, Michael Gilbert takes on the important questions in life—who we fall in love
with and why, how we feel about sex, marriage, family and career—exposing the deep and
fundamental underlying forces that continue to shape the pivotal issues of vital concern to us all.
The early chapters frame an evolutionary perspective for readers with an entertaining, informative,
and original look at how we humans got here while later chapters deploy this unique and powerful
lens in a searching examination of our modern, high-tech world. Bold, irreverent, funny and thought-
provoking, The Disposable Male will provide readers with fresh and penetrating insights and valuable
tips for dealing with the issues that matter so much in our hectic contemporary lives. It will have you
looking at your world in new and exciting ways.
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9780972326773

Pub Date: 11/1/06

$7.95

Hardcover

64 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Philosophy  /  Buddhist

PHI028000

Series: Buddhism For You

series

4.8 in W | 5.5 in H | 0.2 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

Love
Daisaku Ikeda

Contributor Bio
Daisaku Ikeda is the author of more than 60 books, including For the Sake of Peace, The Living
Buddha, Soka Education, and Unlocking the Mysteries of Birth and Death. He is the recipient of the United
Nations Peace Award, the Rosa Parks Humanitarian Award, and the International Tolerance Award of
the Simon Wiesenthal Center.

Summary
Based on the tenets of the Japanese monk Nichiren, these guides provide insight and advice on
injecting Buddhist philosophies into one’s relationships and spirituality. Drawing on ancient themes of
compassion and happiness, these compilations distill the essence of Buddhist scripture. These
instructions for applying the readings to modern life will also teach about the many facets of love,
determination, courage, and prayer. The concise, easy-to-follow entries are ideal for anyone looking
to discover and cultivate a more spiritual life.

9781892005168

Pub Date: 7/1/05

$8.95

Trade Paperback

80 Pages

Carton Qty: 102

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

Series: Nonviolent

Communication Guides

8.1 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.3 in T

| 0.4 lb Wt

Being Me, Loving You
A Practical Guide to Extraordinary Relationships
Marshall B. Rosenberg

Contributor Bio
Marshall B. Rosenberg, Ph.D. is the internationally acclaimed author of Nonviolent Communication: A
Language of Life, and Speak Peace in a World of Conflict. He is the founder and educational director of
the Center for Nonviolent Communication (CNVC). He travels throughout the world promoting peace
by teaching these remarkably effective communication and conflict resolution skills. He is based in
Wasserfallenhof, Switzerland.

Summary
Many of us think of love as a strong emotion, a feeling we have for another person. Marshall
Rosenberg's helps us take a wholly different and life-enriching approach to love. Love is something
you "do," something you give freely from the heart. Using the Nonviolent Communication (NVC)
process, learn how to express yourself nakedly and honestly to your partner, friends, or family, for
no other purpose than to reveal what's present or alive in you. Discover what thousands of people
around the world already know: A heart to heart connection strengthened by joyfully giving and
receiving is the love you long to experience.

Discover how to:
- Free yourself from the burden of proving your love and requiring proof in return
- Avoid doing anything out of guilt, resentment, shame or obligation
- Learn to effectively express how you are and what you need
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9781904132660

Pub Date: 6/1/05

$17.95

Trade Paperback

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 65

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.8 in T

| 0.7 lb Wt

Brief Encounters
The Women's Guide to Casual Sex
Emily Dubberley

Contributor Bio
Emily Dubberley is a sex and relationships writer who frequently contributes to Cosmopolitan, Elle,
Glamour, Men's Health and More. She is the editor of the sex magazine Scarlet, the sexpert for the
Joan Rivers Show, and the chief orgasm officer for Lovehoney, a sex toy web site.

Summary
Empowering women to enjoy guilt-free sexual encounters, this playful volume guides women through
the pitfalls and pleasures of casual sex in the 21st century. Through a variety of quizzes and
questions, as well as identifying characteristics of partners and activities, women can find out if
casual sex is right for them and how to handle their beauty prepping, flirting skills, and the morning
after conversation. This slightly controversial yet lighthearted guide offers powerful advice for dating,
sexual safety, and fun for women of all ages.

9781741141597

Pub Date: 9/1/04

$21.95

Trade Paperback

192 Pages

Carton Qty: 48

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

8 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.5 in T |

0.6 lb Wt

Mathematics and Sex
Clio Cresswell

Contributor Bio
Clio Cresswell is a mathematician, writer, and media personality. She is a visiting fellow at the school
of mathematics at the University of New South Wales, Australia.

Summary
Mathematics and sex may make odd bedfellows, but this fun, flirty look at the relationship between
the two subjects shows that they are closely related. Revealing the ways in which math can help
unlock the secrets of love, lust, and life's search for the ideal partner, this intriguing text covers
topics such as dating services, dating as game theory, the mathematical logic of affairs, and the
numbers behind orgasms. Math's answers to love's burning questions How much should one
compromise in a relationship? Exactly what is it that is attractive in a lover? How many partners should one
have before settling down? and What makes the infamous biological clock tick? are also revealed.
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9781904132226

Pub Date: 4/15/03

$16.95

Trade Paperback

288 Pages

Carton Qty: 16

Family & Relationships  / 

Love & Romance

FAM029000

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.7 in T

| 0.6 lb Wt

Men, Women, Love and Romance
Under the Covers of the Bedroom Revolution
Stephen Whitehead

9781841950037

Pub Date: 5/1/00

$15.95

Trade Paperback

320 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Fiction  /  Literary

FIC019000

8 in H | 5 in W | 0.9 in T |

0.7 lb Wt

Farewell Miss Julie Logan
A J. M. Barrie Omnibus
J. M. Barrie

Summary
This selection of J M Barrie's work covers three different genres and all the most telling themes
found in his writing: Scotland, childhood, fantasy and sentimentality, sexual anxiety, theatrical
invention, social comedy, and proto-feminism. The disturbing prose fable of The Little White Bird
contains the first and most original exploration of the Peter Pan theme, properly set in the wider
context of a middle-aged man's engagement with creation, fantasy, and loneliness—a theme which
made Barrie world-famous and haunted him for the rest of his life. In a one-act play of scintillating
satire, The Twelve-Pound Look exposes the pomposities of male pride and public success in 1910 from
the point of view of an ex-wife unexpectedly returned as her (be)knighted husband's typist. Written
in diary form and telling of an uncanny romance in a remote winter glen, Farewell Miss Julie Logan
evokes the author's fascination with longing, death, and loss in a novella which can stand with the
stories of the supernatural and which itself raises questions about the nature of romance fiction. This
volume ...
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9781682227114

Pub Date: 1/7/16

Ship Date: 1/7/16

$24.95

Trade Paperback

480 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Fiction  /  Christian

FIC042040

Series: Clemency Series

1.7 lb Wt

Daniel's Choice
Frances C. Linscott

Contributor Bio
Frances C. Linscott lives with her husband, John, in Washington State. In 2012, Frances began
working on her writing. She enjoys gardening and a variety of other hobbies. Most importantly, she
tries to live her daily life better understanding and practicing the teachings of her hero, Jesus Christ.

Summary
Daniel Shepherd, a professional financial analyst and problem-solver, thrives on his work. As a
self-proclaimed loner and perceived as a confirmed bachelor, getting involved in a relationship is the
last thing on his mind. But when Daniel decides to visit his old service buddy, Andrew, for a rare
vacation, his world is turned upside down when he finds himself unexpectedly attracted to Andrew’s
sister-in-law, Clemence Brooks. Intrigued by the unusual ways Clemence perceives many issues and
drawn to her generous and non-judgmental nature, Daniel decides to take an all-out risk on love
and friendship, uprooting his life in Denver to move to be with Clemence. Clemence Brooks spends
her time helping with the care of her invalid father while working as a bank teller. Her life is
enmeshed with the joys of helping her family wherever there is a need. When she agrees to help by
acting as chauffeur for her brother-in-law’s old friend, love and romance were not part of the deal. In
her teen years, Clemence invited God into her heart and asked Him to help and guide her in all
things. When she tu...

9780857868497

Pub Date: 1/31/13

$14.21

Hardcover

176 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Marry Me
Dan Rhodes
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9781864711943
Pub Date: 9/1/12
$29.95
Trade Paperback

314 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Fiction  /  Romance
FIC027000

6 in W | 9.5 in H | 1 lb Wt

A Distant Land
Alison Booth

Contributor Bio
Alison Booth was born in Victoria and brought up in Sydney. After over two decades living in the UK,
she returned to Australia in 2002 and is now a professor of economics at the Australian National
University. She is married with two daughters. Alison is the author of three novels, Stillwater Creek,
The Indigo Sky, and The Memory Tree, all set in Jingera.

Summary
The enchanting Jingera trilogy concludes with a heart-rending story of love and the callous twists of
fate. Back in 1958, nine-year-old Zidra Vincent met Jim Cadwallader for the first time. Thirteen years
later, their bond of friendship - forged during a childhood in the beautiful coastal town of Jingera - is
still strong. But is friendship all they dream of? Jim is now a respected war correspondent in
Cambodia, though he has plans to come home for good because there is something very important
he wants to say to Zidra. Zidra, meanwhile, is an ambitious reporter at the Sydney Morning Chronicle,
and the seeds of a major story have just landed in her lap. Life is looking good, if only she could
share it with the man who knows her best. Then, while at work in the newsroom one morning, Zidra
catches sight of a wire service bulletin of a story out of Cambodia. The body of a Western journalist
has been discovered near Phnom Penh and her world collapses around her ...

9780991218646
Pub Date: 6/14/16
Ship Date: 6/14/16
$4.99
Trade Paperback

80 Pages
Carton Qty: 148
Juvenile Fiction  /  Readers
JUV045000
Series: Flower Girl World

8 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.3 in T |
0.3 lb Wt

Starr and the High Seas Wedding Drama
Lynelle Woolley, Karen Wolcott

Contributor Bio
Lynelle Woolley is an award-winning entertainment creative executive who has held senior positions
at both MGM and New Line Cinema. She has been featured in Newsday, Mom Talk Radio, Today’s
mom blog, and many more print and online news outlets. She lives in Los Angeles. Karen Wolcott is
an accomplished illustrator of several children’s books for Scholastic, Running Press, and Penguin,
and such brands as American Girl and Barbie. She lives in Omaha, Nebraska.

Summary
"A fun read with adorable illustrations! I love the multi-cultural aspect." – Laurie Friedman, author of
the Mallory McDonald, April Sinclair, and Ruby Valentine series.

It’s hijinks on the high seas when two flower girls decide to rock the boat on their grandparents’
wedding plans.

Starr’s grandmother, Abuela, has big news: she’s in love! And that’s not all—she’s getting married
and taking their whole family on a Mexican cruise to meet her fiancé, Walter, and his family.

But is this couple a good match? Starr and Walter’s granddaughter, Ivy, aren’t so sure. Their
grandparents haven’t known each other for very long, and they don’t seem to have much in
common. Plus, they live over 1,000 miles apart. Can’t they see that they’re going to end up with
broken hearts?

Starr and Ivy know what they have to do: stop their grandparents’ romance before it sinks!

This is a multi-cultural story that includes some Spanish language and Hispanic & Latino customs
and references.

Featuring humor and fast-paced fun, the Flower Girl World children’s book series is committed to
diversity in children’s boo...
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9780983311652
Pub Date: 1/7/14
$4.99
Trade Paperback

88 Pages
Carton Qty: 140
Juvenile Fiction  /  Readers
JUV045000
Series: Flower Girl World

8 in H | 5.3 in W | 0.2 in T |
0.3 lb Wt

Iris and the Aloha Wedding Adventure
Lynelle Woolley, Karen Wolcott

Contributor Bio
Lynelle Woolley is an award-winning entertainment creative executive who has held senior positions
at both MGM and New Line Cinema. She has been featured in Newsday, Mom Talk Radio, Today’s
mom blog, and many more print and online news outlets. She lives in Los Angeles. Karen Wolcott is
an accomplished illustrator of several children’s books for Scholastic, Running Press, and Penguin,
and such brands as American Girl and Barbie. She lives in Omaha, Nebraska.

Summary
"Perfect for younger girls that are looking for a starter chapter book with a cute storyline." (Storytime
Books).

Making flower leis and dancing hula are only part of the fun in this fast-paced Hawaiian island
adventure.

Iris is so excited! She is traveling to Maui to be a flower girl, and she also gets to help set up the
wedding. But how will she and her new flower girl friend, Hana, finish all their tasks and still have
time to play? It’s going to take a lot of hard work…and a little Hawaiian magic.

Join Iris on her rousing adventure as she learns about Hawaiian customs, language, and the legend
of the Menehune!

Featuring humor and fast-paced fun, the Flower Girl World series is committed to diversity in
children’s books as it highlights themes of friendship, leadership, acceptance, growing up, and girl
power. It also introduces global customs and cultures.

Blogger Melissa Glynn of Julia’s Bookbag says,” I think girls would just FLIP over this series! I love
the message, which does not center around dressing up and looking pretty. The stories focus on
friendships, on finding confi...

9780983311607
Pub Date: 3/6/12
$24.99
Mixed Media Product

1 Pages
Carton Qty: 15
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Holidays & Celebrations
JNF026000
Series: Flower Girl World

12 in H | 9 in W | 0.7 in T |
0.6 lb Wt

Flower Girl Fun Kit
Lynelle Woolley, Karen Wolcott

Contributor Bio
Lynelle Woolley is an award-winning entertainment creative executive who has held senior positions

Summary
Would you like to make your flower girl's experience magical and memorable? Treat her to this
deluxe activity kit! This delightful and affordable gift provides your flower girl with hours of practice
and play activities before, during, and after the wedding. She'll be ready to walk down the aisle and
have fun doing it!

Flower Girl World: Flower Girl Fun Kit includes

Practice Petals
Practice Basket
Glitter Flower Stickers
Wedding Day Activity Book
Memory Scrapbook
Official Flower Girl World Certificate
Crayons

*Ages 4 and up. Colors may vary.

Jolly Mom: "The perfect flower girl gift! What a great way to get young girls ready and excited about
being a flower girl. So cute!"

Mom Saves Money: "A must have for flower girls! It will make the girls feel so special and give them
some extra activities to do during all the dinners and rehearsals."

Simply Stacie: "An excellent gift idea for a flower girl. It features everything she would need before
and after the wedding to help make her own lifelong memories."

Looking for a flower girl book? Be sure to check out the children’s book series from Flower ...
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9780983311621
Pub Date: 1/3/12
$16.99
Hardcover

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Juvenile Fiction  /  Holidays
& Celebrations
JUV017000
Series: Flower Girl World

11.3 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.4 in
T | 0.9 lb Wt

Camellia the Fabulous Flower Girl
Lynelle Woolley, Karen Wolcott

Contributor Bio
Lynelle Woolley is an award-winning entertainment creative executive who has held senior positions
at both MGM and New Line Cinema. She has been featured in Newsday, Mom Talk Radio, Today’s
mom blog, and many more print and online news outlets. She lives in Los Angeles. Karen Wolcott is
an accomplished illustrator of several children’s books for Scholastic, Running Press, and Penguin,
and such brands as American Girl and Barbie. She lives in Omaha, Nebraska.

Summary
Heidi Klum loves this book! "A great bedtime read for the little ones!"

Camellia discovers friendship and fun when she learns to share the spotlight with two other fabulous
flower girls.

Camellia Azalea Gardenia Bloom thinks she knows everything about being a flower girl. She can
dance down the aisle, smile in a special way, and drop petals in a perfect path behind her. There's
only one problem—Cami has never been in a wedding. That changes when her Aunt Bella pops the
question and asks Camellia to be her flower girl. Cami is thrilled, until she discovers there will be two
other girls joining her down the aisle. Now this little girl has a big decision to make: should she force
the other girls to play by her rules or join in the fabulous flower girl fun?

Featuring humor and fast-paced fun, the Flower Girl World series is committed to diversity in
children’s books as it highlights themes of friendship, leadership, acceptance, growing up, and girl
power. It also introduces global customs and cultures.

Blogger Melissa Glynn of Julia’s Bookbag says, " I think girls would just FLIP over th...
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